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Summary.. We present an evolutionary scenario for the black
holee binary A0620-00, which starts from an initial configuration
consistingg of a massive star and a low-mass companion in a very
widee orbit. By using the presently observed system parameters
andd following the evolution backward in time we derive an upper
limitt to the initial mass of the companion of 2MQ, a relation
betweenn the present mass of the black hole and the mass of its
main-sequencee progenitor which for the most likely black hole
masss of 7 M0 yields a progenitor mass between 27 and 46 MQ,
andd a lower limit on the initial orbital period of 240 days.

ments)) together with the low-mass companion. The final collapse
off the burned-out core then produced a close binary consisting of
aa black hole and a dwarf star which, after tidal circularization
off the orbit, and orbital decay (for example by gravitational
radiationn losses) turned into the present system configuration.
Thiss evolutionary scenario is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
Wee study here, in terms of this model, the constraints which
thee presently observed system parameters set to the inital system
i0Mrr
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1.. Introduction

Thee large radial velocity amplitude of 457 8 km s " ' of the K31.9 9
dwarff component of the transient binary X-ray source A0620startt ot mass transfer
formationn and ejection of common envelope
000 (P orb = 7*75) indicates an absolute lower mass limit of 3.20 M0
forr the compact star in this system, strongly suggesting that it is
aa black hole (McClintock and Remillard 1986, hereafter referred
PP . > 8 '
too as MR).
orb b
Wee investigate how this binary may have originated. We show
tt = 5.l0 5 .10'yr
thatt it is excluded that the black hole was formed by gradual
accretionn of matter onto a neutron star. Therefore, the only -12 2
possiblity,, aside from triple star models (Fabian et al., 1986;
windd mass loss from WR-star
Eggletonn and Verbunt, 1986) is that the black hole in this system
SNN and tidal circularization
waswas formed by core collapse of the remnant of an originally very
massivee star. McClintock and Remillard have suggested that the
modell which can explain the peculiar combination of a short
orbitall period and a low companion mass is similar to the one
orbb
f,
tt =6.10 yr
proposedd by Van den Heuvel and Habets (1984) (hereafter referred
too as HH) for the formation of the black hole X-ray binary LMC
X-3.. In such a model, which also seems most likely to us, the
originall binary system started out with a fairly wide orbit and
GRR - angular momentum losses
aa very large mass ratio, of order 20 or more. When the massive
componentt of the system evolved to the red supergiant stage, it
engulfedd its low-mass companion which then spiralled in and
P
removedd the envelope of the supergiant. The outcome of this
orbb '
^
processs is a very close binary system consisting of the core of
t jj = several times 10 yr
thee supergiant (composed of helium and possibly heavier elepresentt
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system

Fig.. 1. A schematic outline of the evolution of A0620-00 for one choice
off parameters
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parameters,, by taking into account that: (i) the system was not
disruptedd in the supernova explosion, (ii) the K-dwarf has only
slightlyy evolved away from the Zero Age Main Sequence (MR).
Wee show that these conditions allow one to constrain the original
masss of the low-mass star to <2.0,W o ; the original mass of the
massivee star to >20iW o and the original orbital period to >240
days.. Assuming that, in order to produce a black hole, the original
masss of the massive star should have been >40 M 0 (HH; Schild
andd Maeder, 1985), the original orbital period is constrained to
>4500 days.

2.. The evolution after the supernova
2.1.2.1. An upper limit to the initial mass of the secondary star

causedd by this sharp increase in mass transfer cannot be compensatedd by GR angular momentum losses, the orbital separation
andd period will increase again and a wide low-mass giant black
holee binary will form (Webbink et al., 1983: Taam. 1983). Since
thiss scenario has to be avoided to arrive at the present system,
thee criterion Tms > xy can be used to derive an upper limit on
thee initial mass of the companion M IC . To determine a numerical
valuee for this upper limit we have used the fact that if the mass
losingg star has a simple mass-radius relation of the form
RRcc = iM»r

(1) )

(forr stars in the mass range we consider a = 1.0 R0, /? = 0.6769.
vann der Linden, 1982) then the mass transfer rate due to angular
momentumm losses by GR is given by (Ritter, 1980: Savonije, 1984):

Thee optical star, which at present is very close to filling its Roche
-- - ( 5 / 6 + 0/2
-Mc/Mmrlt;
(2) )
lobe,, has a spectrum showing the typical features of a mid-K- Mr Mr
dwarff (~ K5, not earlier than K.2). The short orbital period indeed wheree x is the orbital decay timescale
y
onlyy allows a K-dwarf, i.e. a main-sequence star which has slightly
evolvedd away from the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS). The
MMccMMmm(M(Mcc + MBH)
7 ^ 1 -- 1-24 109
(yr)) (3)
latterr is required since a star on the ZAMS with a mass of a K2
Ml> Ml>
R* R*
too K7 dwarf (i.e.: < 0 . 8 M o ) underfills its Roche-lobe by ~20%
inn a binary with P = 7*75. The most likely present mass of the wheree Jorb is the orbital angular momentum, JaK the angular moK-companionn is ~0.7 M0, independent of the mass of the com- mentumm losses and a the orbital separation. Equation 2 can be
pactt star, which, dependent on the orbital inclination, is most integratedd numerically for different values of M, c and M BH . In
likelyy to range between 4 M 3 (3<x lower limit) and 13 M G Fig.. 2 we show the mass of the companion as a function of time
forr Mm = 1MQ and MIC equal to 1.5, 1.86 and 2.0 M0 respec(cf.. MR).
tively.. In the same diagram we have drawn a line which gives the
Ass pointed out by McClintock and Remillard, the mass of
relationn between the mass of a star and its main sequence lifetime.
thee companion might possibly be as low as 0.25 M0, which is the
Thee evolutionary track for M, c = 2.0 crosses the Tms curve at
measuredd mass of the K.2 IV secondary in the old nova GK Per
tt = 109 yr, after which the star will evolve to the giant stage while
(Watsonn et al., 1985). An upper limit on the initial mass of the
thee orbit is widening. For M l c = 1.5 MQ the evolutionary track
secondary,, i.e. the mass before it started to transfer mass, can be
neverr crosses the r ms curve: the companion never leaves the main
derivedd from evolutionary considerations. If this initial mass was
sequencee and will transfer practically all of its mass while the
considerablyy larger than the present mass, the orbital separation
orbitt is shrinking. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that M IC = 1.86 MQ
alsoo must have been larger at that time to accomodate the comiss the critical mass which separates these two cases. For MBH =
panionn within its Roche lobe, and the binary subsequently
4iW 00 and MBH = 13Af0 the critical initial companion masses
evolvedd to its present state by shrinking of the orbit and transferaree 1.75 and 2.01 M Q respectively. These masses are of course
ringring mass. This implies that orbital angular momentum must
havee been lost since, if the mass-losing star is the less massive
one,, conservation of orbital angular momentum dictates that the
orbitall separation should increase due to mass transfer. (Even if
thee companion was initially the more massive one, a short phase
off very high mass transfer rates would have followed the onset
off mass transfer until the mass ratio was reversed). A reduction
inn orbital separation accompanied by mass transfer can therefore
onlyy be achieved if angular momentum is being removed from M C (M 0 0
thee orbit. By analogy to the situation in e.g. the cataclysmic
variabless the two processes that could be responsible for these
angularr momentum losses are gravitational radiation (GR) or
magneticc braking. If the angular momentum losses are caused
byy GR an upper limit to the initial companion mass can be
derivedd semi-analytically by comparing rms, the main sequence
lifetimee of the companion with xy, the timescale on which the
orbitt shrinks due to GR. As long as r ms > xy, the evolution can
proceedd as is required for the system considered: the binary is
88
9
10
11
slowlyy shrinking and transferring mass due to angular momentum
logg time (yr)
lossess by GR until the secondary has nearly disappeared. If
howeverr Tms becomes < xy the companion will start to leave the Fig.. 1 The mass of the companion as a function of time for MBH =
mainn sequence before the orbit has shrunk appreciably. The star 1M1M00 and M[C = 1.5, 1.86 and 2.0M o respectively, as calculated by
willl subsequently expand on a timescale «xy and the mass Eq.. (2). When the elapsed time becomes longer than the main sequence
transferr rate will increase drastically. The widening of the orbit lifetimee Tm, of the companion it will evolve to the giant stage in a
wideningg orbit
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strictlyy upper limits since the main sequence lifetime of a star
Thee second condition follows from the fact that if the system
whichh was originally more massive and has arrived at its present immediatelyy after the supernova was so wide that z. > rev, then
masss by mass transfer is always shorter than that of a star which thee companion would have evolved away from the main sequence
evolvess at constant mass.
too overflow its Roche lobe before gravitational radiation could
Ass mentioned above, in making this estimate we did not take becomee effective. In this case the mass transfer would presently
intoo account the possible effects of angular momentum losses by bee driven by interior nuclear evolution, which will cause a gramagneticc braking, as these do not lend themselves to analytical duallyy widening of the system. The companion would in that
estimates.. We are presently engaged in doing detailed numerical casee at present be a post-main-sequence star, a giant or a subgiant
calculationss where these effects are included. The first results —— which disagrees with the observations.
indicatee that our conclusions remain valid, since the dynamo
Thus,, an upper limit to Pposl_SN is set, for any value of MK, by
mechanismm responsible for the magnetic activity is not expected thee condition that this period must be such that Ty(Pposl.sN) ^ T5«.
too operate in stars which are more massive than the upper limit forr t „ < r Hubble and T..(PPO,1_SH) < THubble for rev > THubble, respecderivedd above.
tively.. In Fig. 3 the curve Pcontacl(A/ic) indicates the orbital period
AA closer consideration of the evolutionary scenario outlined att which the companion is filling its Roche-lobe on the ZAMS.
abovee also rules out the possibility that the black hole in A0620-00 Noticee that this period is independent of MBH, (see Faulkner
waswas formed by accretion induced collapse of a neutron star. If the1971).. To obtain from the P conlacl values the maximum possible
initiall configuration consisted of a main sequence star (of about initiall orbital periods Pmax(Af IC), we computed the orbital decay by
GR-lossess backward in time over a time interval Min (T„, rHubbiJ2M2MQQ)) and a 1.4 M 0 neutron star, the main sequence star would
startt to transfer mass on a thermal timescale until the mass ratio Thiss yielded the three P max - curves in the figure, for the three
reverses.. In this case the mass transfer rate is strongly super- valuess of M BH . The figure shows that the orbital period of the
Eddington,, and practically all transferred mass must be lost from system,, just after the formation of the black hole, cannot have
thee system. After this mass ejection there would be less mass left beenn larger than about one day.
inn the system than is presently observed.
3.. The system configuration prior to the formation of
thee black hole

2.2.2.2. The maximum post-supernova orbital period, as
aa function of the initial companion mass
Thee above considerations show that the present system configuration,, with a K-dwarf-like Roche-lobe filling companion, can
onlyy be obtained if the following conditions are fulfilled:
(i)) the initial companion mass - just after spiral-in - was
<< 1.4 — 2.0 Mo (for MBH between 4 Af0 and 13 M Q );
(ii)) Gravitational radiation already started driving the mass
transferr when the companion was still in the core-hydrogen burningg phase.

3.1.3.1. The evolution after spiral-in: constraints to the
ZeroZero Age mass of the progenitor of the black hole
Inn the wide system with very small mass ratio which we adopt
ass initial configuration, spiral-in of the low-mass star into the
envelopee of the massive star is unavoidable if the massive star
becomess a red supergiant. After the Common-Envelope (CE)
phasee and spiral-in, the system will consist of the helium core of
thee initially more massive star, together with the low-mass companion,, in a very narrow orbit. The lower limit to the post-spiral-
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Fig.. 3. The orbital period when the companion
exactlyyfillsits Roche lobe on the main sequence
(Pconucl)) and the maximum post supernova orbitall period (PmaJ as a function of companion
mass.. Pm„ is calculated by following the decay
off the orbit by gravitational radiation backward
inn time for one main sequence lifetime

inn orbital period is set by the condition that the low-mass star
(iii)) the thus obtained period Pposl.SN(AfIC, Mm, MHc) should
filledfilled its Roche lobe in the new system I helium stars have much
bee lower than the upper limit Pmix(M[c, MBH) to the post-SN
smallerr radii than hydrogen stars, and will therefore not fill their orbitall period, required for gravitational-radiation trapping, as
Rochee lobe. cf. Arnett. 1978).
representedd in Fig. 3
Massivee helium stars (M > 5 M0) are thought to be identified
Fromm these conditions, one derives, for each combination
withh Woif-Rayet stars (Paczynski, 1967; Kippenhahn. 1969: (AfIC,MBH)) an upper limit to MHe. These upper limits are given
Willis.. 1985). Such stars have very strong stellar winds, with v ~ byy the dashed lines in Fig. 4.
2000km/ss and a mass loss rate > 10~ 5 Af 0 /yr (cf. Willis, 1985).
Thee next step is to convert these M Hc values into initial masses
Thiss type of gradual spherically symmetric mass loss will make off the massive stars when they were on the ZAMS. Taking stellar
thee orbital period increase, but does not affect the circularity of windd mass loss during the hydrogen-burning stages of these stars
thee orbit (cf. van der Klis, 1983). The subsequent supernova ex- intoo account in the way described by HH. the relation between
plosionn of the helium star - leaving_the black hole as a remnant - thee main-sequence progenitor mass M{ and the helium core mass
willl also make the orbital period increase but makes the orbit MMHtHt,, for X = 0.70, Z = 0.02 is given by
eccentric.. After tidal circularization of the orbit (assuming con85
(5) )
servationn of orbital angular momentum, i.e. neglecting the rota- M„„ ^ O . l O l S A f P
tionall angular momenta of the components), the orbital period
(Forr other chemical compositions slightly different relations are
will,will, - relative to the pre-explosion period - have changed by
obtained,, cf. Tutukov et al., 1973). Using relation (5) to derive the
justt the same amount as in the case the explosively ejected mass
maximumm initial ZAMS progenitor masses from the maximum
hadd been lost gradually by means of a spherically symmetric
He-coree masses, the M r curves in Fig. 4 are obtained.
wind. .
Thee figure shows that for MBH = 4 M Q , the maximum proThus,, for the change in orbital period from MHe(P;) down to
genitorr mass is rather small, ranging from < 2 0 M o for Mlc =
AfBH(Pf),, one can use the same formula (cf. van der Klis 1983): 2M2M
to < 3 0 W for M = 0.7M . For M = 13 M these
QQ

P, P,

-V/.CC + Mh
MMICIC + MB

(4) )

withh the added constraint that no more than M„ M« M«
can n
havee been lost during the supernova to avoid disruption of the
binary. .
Forr a given combination of values of Mlc, MHc and Mm one
cann derive constraints to the post-SN orbital period from the
followingg considerations:
(i)) a lower limit to Pvon^:E is set by the constraint that after
CEE - evolution, the low mass star filled its Roche lobe;
(ii)) the increase in P from PPOS,-CE t o ^Post-sN ' s determined by
thee amount of mass AM = {MHc — MBH) lost by the massive star
whilee evolving from a He-star to a black hole.

o

K

o

BH

0

rangess change into: <50/Vf o , for Mlc = 2Af 0 , to < 8 0 M o for
MICC = 0 . 7 M o .
Off course, the lower mass limits of MHe are equal to MBH in
eachh case. Converting these values into M r values, one obtains a
lowerr limit to Mx of 17.44M 0 for MBH = 4 M 0 , 27M 0 for
MMBHBH = 7 MQ and 43.7 MQ for MBH = 13 M 0 .
Onee thus observes, for example, that for MBH = 7MQ, the
allowedd range of Afrvalues is 2 7 M 0 - 4 5 . 7 M 0 for Mlc =
0.77 M0, and 27 M 0 - 30 M G for MK = 2.0 M Q .
Takingg a possible range of 4-13 MQ for Mm, the total allowedd range for M, becomes 17 iVf0 — 80 M0. These absolute
lowerr and upper limits do not really contribute an interesting
result.. If. however, a better estimate of MBH could be made (for
instancee by the study of ellipsoidal variations in an improved
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Fig.. 4. Upper limits to the masses of the
WRR and main sequence progenitors of the
blackk hole, as a function of companion
masss and for different black hole masses

lightt curve, which yields a better estimate of the inclination), the
possiblee values for M, would be much more restricted.
3.2.3.2. Further narrowing down of the Zero Age mass range
ofof the progenitor
Thee lower mass limits derived in the foregoing section are absolutee lower limits derived from the present system parameters of
A0620-00.. However, stronger lower mass limits for black hole
formationn have been derived by HH from the presence of neutron
starss in some very massive X-ray binaries, and by Schild and
Maederr (1985) from the presence of neutron stars in some very
young~OBB associations. The thus derived lower (Zero Age) mass
limitt for black hole formation is 40 5 M 0 .

4.. Discussion

3.3.3.3. Lower limit to the initial orbital period before
CommonCommon Envelope evolution
Wee use the formulation of the spiral-in evolution as given by
Webbinkk (1984). In this formulation it is assumed that the change
inn orbital binding energy during the CE-evolution is entirely used
forr removing the envelope, i.e. equals the binding energy of this
envelope.. The latter binding energy can be expressed as
££

G(MG(M2f2f +
=

Mu)M2e

(6) )

wheree M2f and M2e denote the masses of the core and envelope
off the giant, respectively, axRL is its radius ( = Roche-lobe radius)
att the onset of the spiral in, a, is the orbital separation and X
iss a factor of order unity, which depends on the stellar density
distribution.. Setting Eq. (6) equal to the change in orbital energy
GMGMll(M(M2e2e + Mijl
lalaxx

GM,
2a2

M2{

(7) )

onee obtains for the ratio of final and initial orbital separation:
2M, ,
MM2f2f-M-Ml l
aa22/a/al l
M,, + '' (M 2 / + M2e)(
X,RX,RL L

(Eq.. 4) as M2f and the mass of the envelope at the time of central
H-exhaustionn as the envelope mass M2e (Chiosi et al.. 1978). For
RRLL we take the value 1, since the giant is much more massive
thann its companion and is not expected to be corotating, and
forr /i; we take 0.5, which is a reasonable value if we compare
Eq.. (6) with the results of detailed numerical stellar models. In
thiss way we can derive the pre spiral-in orbital period. To find
thee initial orbital period we correct this for the wind mass loss
duringg the main-sequence evolution of the massive star, and thus
arrivee at the periods plotted in Fig. 5. As the figure shows, this
orbitall period is not very dependent to the initial mass of the
BH-progenitor.. For an initial mass of 30 M0 the shortest initial
orbitall periods are obtained, which range between 240 and 660
dayss depending on the mass of the companion.

(8) )

Thee model which we adopt for the formation of the system is,
ass mentioned above, similar to the one suggested by HH for the
originn of LMC X-3, i.e.: a wide and massive binary with a mass
ratioo very different from unity. Adopting the semi-empirically
derivedd result that, in order to terminate with a black hole, the
initiall hydrogen-rich stellar mass must have been > 4 0 W o , and
combiningg this with our result that M c < 2 M 0 , implies an initial
masss ratio of the system <0.05. Observationally, unevolved Otypee binaries with such a low mass ratio are not known (Garmany,
1979;; Garmany et al., 1980). However, the orbital period range
investigatedd observationally so far is rather short (a few months).
Moreover,, the lower detection limit of the radial velocity variationss (15 km/s, due to the large width and variability of line profiless in O-type stars) limited the detection to companions with
masss ratios larger than about 0.1. Therefore, no observational
indicationss concerning the presence or absence of companions
withh mass ratios <0.05 and orbital periods larger than a few
monthss are available. Among the lower main-sequence stars, includingg the sun, many systems are present with dark companions
havingg orbital periods of several years and mass ratios of < 0.05,
soo we find no a priori reasons to assume that similar companions
couldd not be present among the O-type stars.

wheree M s is the mass of the low-mass companion.
Forr a given value of Mit one can calculate a2/al as a function
off the mass M 2 of the red giant, taking the core mass of the giant

Eggletonn and Verbunt (1986) have argued against an evolutionaryy scenario along the lines of HH because i) they could
nott see how the system managed to remain bound during the
supernova,, and ii) the spiral-in in the model of HH took place
beforee the massive star becomes a red supergiant, which makes
1000 0
itt difficult to eject the envelope with a companion as light as in
A0620-00. .
Regardingg the second point, indeed we find (Sect. 3.3) that the
massivee star has to become a red supergiant before the common
envelopee phase. It is still an open question whether very massive
starss become red supergiants, or proceed directly to the WolfRayett (WR) phase by losing their entire envelope through a massivee stellar wind while they are blue supergiants. In this respect it
mayy be significant that A0620-00 is located in the direction of
thee galactic anticenter. Maeder et al. (1980) noticed that the ratio
N R /N WRR of the numbers of red supergiants (R) and Wolf-Rayet
(WR)) stars as a function of galactic longitude is sharply peaked
intoo that direction, whereas it reaches a minimum into the direc0.66
0.8
1.0
1.2
U
1.6
1.8
tionn of the galactic center. This longitude effect is presumably
MicMc
directlyy related to the heavy-element abundance Z, which deFig.. 5. The minimum initial orbital period, as a function of companion
creasess as a function of galactocentric distance. The Magellanic
masss and for several choices of the main sequence mass of the black hole
Cloudss which have a lower Z-value than the anti-center region,
progenitor r
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havee an even higher ratio JVR/7VWR. This suggests (Maeder et ai.)
thatt at high Z, the loss of the stellar envelope during the blue
supergiantt phase may occur already for stars of relatively low
mass,, i.e. upwards from 35 Af0 (Pylyser et al., 1985), upon which
theyy become WR stars - without passing through the red supergiantt phase. On the other hand, for lower Z-values the same will
happenn only if the stars are more massive, say >45M 0 . This
meanss that our scenario may only be possible in regions that
havee a small metal abundance, which is exactly as observed.
Discussingg their first objection, Eggleton and Verbunt argue
thatt it is unlikely that the system remains bound during the supernova,, since more than half of the system mass will probably be
lostt during the supernova when the progenitor WR star is sufficientlyficiently massive to produce a black hole. In our opinion
thee reverse is true: the presence of the black hole makes it easier
too understand that the system remained bound. The essential differencee between neutron star and black hole formation is whether
thee shock that moves outward after the collapse of the 1.4M0
ironn core is able to expell the outer layers. If it succeeds in doing
thiss only the remnant of the iron core remains as a neutron star.
Iff on the other hand the shock stalls, the outer layers start to
falll in again, and the whole star collapses. In this case very little
masss could be lost from the system, and the companion can easily
remainn bound.
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Summary.. We present numerical calculations that simulate the
evolutionn of low mass close binary systems, in which a low mass
(1.0A/ o -2.0A/ o )-starr transfers mass to a compact object. The
masss transfer starts when the lobe filling star is in a stage between
thee Zero Age Main Sequence and the ascent of the giant branch.
Losss of angular momentum due to gravitational radiation and
magneticc braking was assumed. For several initial mass ratio's, we
determinedd the bifurcation periods that separate the formation of
convergingg systems (which evolve with decreasing orbital periods
untill the mass-losing component becomes degenerate and an
ultra-compactt binary is formed) from the diverging systems
(whichh finally evolve with increasing orbital periods until the mass
losingg star has lost its envelope and a wide detached binary is
formed). .
Divergentt systems with initial mass of the donorstar
>> 1.25 MQ show a very sharp (almost discontinuous) increase of
theirr final orbital period as a function of the initial evolutionary
statee of the donorstar. This corresponds to the coincidence of the
overalll contraction phase with the beginning of mass transfer. We
discusss the possible initial system parameters and current evolutionaryy state of the following observed systems: PSR1831-00,
A0620-00.. 4U1626-67, G16-29, 4U1916-05, ScoX-1, CenX-4,
GKK Per.
Keyy words: stars: binaries: close - X-rays: binaries - pulsars

1.. Introduction
Thee interest in the evolution of low mass close binaries, such as
cataclysmicc variables (CVs), low mass X-ray binaries (LMXB's)
andd binary radio pulsars (BRPS's) has been growing over the past
feww years, both observationally (see Patterson, 1984 for a review
onn CV's and van Paradijs, 1983 for a review on LMXB's) and
theoreticallyy (Taam et al., 1980; Rappaport et al., 1982; Webbink
ett al., 1983; Taam, 1983; Iben and Tutukov, 1984; Tutukov et al.,
1985,1986.. and references therein). A review of the evolutionary
scenarioss leading to the formation of BRPS's was recently
presentedd by van den Heuvel (1986).

SendSend offprint requests to: E. Pylyser
*E.P.. is supported by the Netherlands Foundation for Pure
Researchh (ZWO) under grant 782-371-017

LMXB'ss and CV's are semi-detached close binary systems, in
whichh a compact object (a neutron star or a black hole in LMXB's,
andd a white dwarf in CV's) accretes matter from a tow mass
companionn star, while BRPS's are detached binary systems
consistingg of a neutron star and a white dwarf.
Thee neutron star in the LMXB's must have been formed in a
speciall way. The canonical formation mechanism of a neutron star
iss connected with the supernova explosion of massive stars
(>1(>1 M0). Most of the massive star is thereby blown into space
whilee only the inner core of 31.4 M0 collapses to form a neutron
star.. Since a binary evaporates if more than half of its mass is lost
(unlesss one assumes very special conditions for the outflow), this
cannott have occurred in a LMXB where the non-collapsed
companionn has a mass of about 1 M 0 . It is therefore generally
believedd that the neutron star in LMXB's is produced during mass
transferr from the less evolved companion as a result of accretion
inducedd collapse (AIC) of a (massive) white dwarf (WD).
Numericall studies of accreting WD's suggest that these stars
cann only substantially increase their mass by accretion if the
accretionn rate is high ( £ 2 10"7 Af*0/yr; Nomoto, 1982a, b, 1984).
Forr lower accretion rates the accreted matter burns discontinuouslyy in strong flashes with violent mass outflow (nova
explosions).. But even for high accretion rates no neutron star is
formedd in general, because the WD is in general totally disrupted
byy thermonuclear deflagration. Only in the special case of a high
accretionn rate onto a massive O/Ne/Mg WD a neutron star will be
formedd (e.g. Nomoto, 1984).
Thesee considerations suggest that the formation of LMXB's is
ratherr special. However, there are other investigations that
suggestt that neutronstar formation by accretion induced collapse
off a WD may be a far more common phenomenon (that occurs in
oldd C/O WD's, see Canal et al., 1984).
Inn any case it is generally accepted that the LMXB's descend
fromm much wider binary systems in which the giant progenitor of
thee WD can have been accomodated inside its critical lobe. The
progenitorss of LMXB's (as well as the CV's) are therefore believed
too have evolved through a "spiral-in" phase in which the
companionn of the present compact star spiralled down into the
envelopee of the giant (Paczynski, 1976; Ostriker, 1976; Meyer and
Meyer-Hofmeister,, 1979). The dissipated orbital energy
evaporatedd the giant's extended envelope, so that only its core (the
presentt WD) remained, in a much tighter orbit.
Thee subsequent evolution depends critically on the orbital
periodd of the binary after the termination of the "spiral-in" phase.
Whenn the orbital period is shorter than some critical value
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(dependingg on the masses of the components) angular momentum
lossess (AML) such as gravitational radiation (Faulkner, 1971) or
magneticc braking (e.g. Ver bunt and Zwaan, 1981) will be
sufficientlyy strong to drive the two stars together in less than a
nuclearr timescale of the non-collapsed star (donorstar). The
donorstarr will then start to overflow its shrinking critical lobe and
initiatee a new period of tidal mass transfer in the binary. If the
donorstarr is the more massive star after the end of the "spiral-in"
phase,, it will first loose mass on roughly a thermal timescale (or
shorter)) with correspondingly high mass transfer rates. Once the
donorstarr has become the less massive component the mass
transferr continues on the timescale dictated by the AML, because
thee latter timescale is then short compared to the nuclear timescale
off the donorstar. The binary is thus "captured" by AML and the
orbitt continues to shrink, whereby the nuclear evolution is frozen
(e.g.. Taam et al., 1980; Paczynski and Sienkiewicz, 1981; Rappaportt et al., 1983; Iben and Tutukov, 1984; Tutukov et al., 1985,
1986). .
However,, if the orbital period after the "spiral-in" phase is
longerr than the critical period, AML are insufficient to drive the
twoo stars together within a nuclear lifetime of the donorstar. The
donorstarr will then initiate Roche-lobe overflow as a result of its
envelopee expansion due to the nuclear burning in its interior. As in
thee previous case, a rapid mass transfer (RMT)-phase occurs if the
donorstarr is the more massive component. If the donorstar is,
orr has become, the less massive component, the mass transfer
(mainlyy determined by the nuclear evolution of the donorstar) will
tendd to widen the orbit (unless the binary spills mass with a high
specificc angular momentum) so that the orbital evolution is
reversedd ("spiral out"). It has been suggested that this expanding
phasee (which occurs only in the wider LMXB's) corresponds to a
veryy bright X-ray phase in case the accreting WD has collapsed to
aa neutron star (Webbink et al., 1983). After the donorstar, which is
noww a (sub) giant, has depleted its envelope the neutron star
(collapsedd WD) becomes a radio pulsar (Paczynski, 1983; Rappaportt and Joss, 1983; Savonije, 1983).
Inn this investigation we study the bifurcation of the post spiralinn evolution into either a further "spiral-in" when AML dominate,
orr into a "spiral-out" when the effects of mass transfer determined
byy the nuclear expansion of the (then less massive) donorstar
dominate.. Our evolutionary calculations include AML from the
systemm in the form of gravitational radiation (GR), magnetic
brakingg (MB) of the donorstar and occasional loss of specific
orbitall angular momentum of the accretor when mass loss from
thee system is considered. We present evolution calculations of
systemss with donorstars commencing mass transfer when they are
inn the stage between the Zero Age Main Sequence and the initial
ascentt of the giant branch. Systems that begin tidal mass transfer
inn a later evolutionary phase, when a sizeable degenerate core
( ^ H C C ^ O - I S A / Q )) has developed, have been studied (semianalytically)) by Webbink et al. (1983) and de Kool et al. (1986)
andd (numerically) by Taam (1983) and Iben and Tutukov (1984).
Thee initial conditions chosen make our calculations useful for the
understandingg of the evolution and evolutionary status of
BRPS's,, LMXB's and (to a lesser extent) CV's.

lengthh of 1.5 pressure scale heights and initial abundances
^^ = 0.70 and Z = 0.02.
Sincee MB is a possibly very efficient way to remove angular
momentumm from a binary system (Huang, 1966; Mestel, 1968;
Eggleton.. 1976; Verbunt and Zwaan, 1981), it is important to
determinee under which circumstances magnetic braking may
operate.. It is generally thought that MB is caused by the
interactionn of a stellar wind with a magnetic field induced by the
differentiall rotation in the convective envelope. The magnetic
field,field, believed to be anchored in the underlying radiative layers o
thee star (Parker, 1955) forces the outflowing matter to corotate
withh the star by following the field lines before escaping into the
interstellarr medium. For stars which are members of a close binary
system,, the rotational braking is compensated by the effective
tidall coupling (because of the convective envelope) with the
companion,, so that orbital angular momentum is converted to
spinn angular momentum and the binary tends to shrink. Enhanced
magneticc activity, and hence MB, has been shown to exist in all
Mainn Sequence (MS) stars with colour index B-V^0A,
in
subgiantss with 0.4 < B- V< 0.6, and in giants with B- V> 0.6
(Rutten,, 1986a, b). By comparing the evolution of the convective
envelopee of single low mass stars with the above observations
theree appears to exist a correlation between the occurrence of
enhancedd magnetic activity and the extent of the convective
envelope.. For a 1.30 A/0-main sequence star the minimal value of
B—B— V- 0.4 corresponds to a (minimal) extension of the convectivee envelope of -4.5 103km. Test calculations show that the
derivedd minimum depth of 45 000 km for the convective envelope,
requiredd for effective MB in the main sequence band, is a quite
generall criterion that applies equally well to the more evolved
stars,, i.e. it predicts magnetic activity consistent with the above
mentionedd observations for (sub) giants. We adopted this computationallyy convenient criterion for the occurrence of MB and
calculatedd sequences in which the more massive (^1.25A/ 0 )
donorstarss automatically switched on MB when the depth of their
convectivee envelopes increased beyond the critical value when
theyy evolved away from the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS).
Ann evolution study of the rotation rates of (sub)-giants (Rutten
andd Pylyser, 1987), indicates that the Skumanich- "rotation
rate/age"" -relation derived for (G-type) main sequence stars can
alsoo approximately describe the evolution of (sub) giant rotation
rates.. The distribution of the rotational velocity of (sub) giants
showss a significant decrease near B— V ~~ 0.50. Reconstruction of
thiss distribution simply in terms of changes in the moments of
inertiaa during stellar evolution was succesful for giants, but was
onlyy partially possible for subgiants. When angular momentum
lossess were taken into account according to the Skumanich
relationn for main sequence stars, good agreement with the
observationallyy derived decay of the rotational velocity of subgiantss could be obtained.
Thee following expressions for the AML were used:
(i)) Gravitational radiation losses (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959):
d\nJd\nJ

32 G3 . ,

~dT"T~dT"T

w
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-?M*M*MA
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'

(ii)) Magnetic braking of the donor star (Verbunt and Zwaan,
1981,, based on Skumanich, 1972):
2.. Assumptions

^ ~ - 0 . 55 10- a V" 2 /*/tfG> 3 s" 1 .

(2)
Forr the evolutionary calculations we used a version of Eggleton's
evolutionn code (Eggleton et al., 1973). Our code contains the mass wheree J is the orbital angular momentum of the binary system,
transferr description of Savonije (1979). We adopted a mixing andd A the orbital separation. Ma is the mass of the (compact)
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(1

characterizedd by a letter and a number, where the letter correspondss to the initial evolutionary state of the donorstar and the
numberr equals the total mass of the system in units of 0.1 M0. For
example,, C25 characterizes an evolutionary sequence with a
donorstarr in a more evolved initial state (where '"initial" means: at
thee initiation of mass transfer) than sequence B25, while both
sequencess have initial donor and accretor masses of 1.5 MQ and
1.00 MQ, respectively. Most sequences were evolved including
AMLL due to GR and MB. A prime indicates that the sequence was
evolvedd without magnetic braking. Double primes denote sequences,, which were evolved with MB and in which mass loss from
thee system was included. Open dots along the tracks in the figures
markk the onset of MB.
Lett us now introduce a bifurcation period Pbif(Md, Ma) for a
givenn initial mass configuration (Md, Ma), that separates the
formationn of converging binary systems, with initial periods
PiPi < P bif , from the diverging binary systems, with Pt > Pbi!. The
sequencess characterized by the letter A (and occasionally Z)
alwayss correspond to converging binary systems, while those with
letterss B. C, etc. correspond to diverging binary systems. We have
takenn model sequences A and B close to (both sides of) the
RRcc = 0.49 A q2131(0.6 q2'2 + In (1 + q112)).
(3)bifurcationn limit.
Thee initial periods of the sets of sequences 25 and 33 in Table 1
wheree q= MJMa, and A the orbital separation.
aree indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The dip in the curve of
(possible)) initial periods corresponds to the occurrence of the
overall-contractionn phase for single stars with masses ^ 1.25 MQ.
3.. Timescales and orbital evolution
Figuress 3-5 display the evolution tracks of the donorstars in
Too describe the evolution of binary systems with mass transfer thee Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of sequences A20-D20, A25ontoo a compact star it is useful to introduce the following four 125,, and Z33-C33 (including B 33', B33" and C 33"), respectively.
Itt can be seen that the donorstar in converging binary systems
timescales: :
(sequencess A and Z) evolves downwards in the HR-diagram,
(i)) The thermal readjustment time of the donor star:
almostt parallel to the ZAMS. The evolution tracks for the
rrKHKH = (GM!/RL).
donorstarss in the B-sequences (just beyond the bifurcation limit)
lookk very similar to those of the ,4-sequences and move upwards in
(ii)) The timescale for angular momentum losses due to the thee HRD only when the combined effect of mass loss, enhanced
emissionn of gravitational waves:
nuclearr evolution and inward penetration of the convection zone
r
startss to increase the helium content in the envelope of the
GR==
-(dlnJ/dOöi,
donorstar. .
wheree the term on the right is calculated with help of Eq. (1).
(iii)) The timescale for angular momentum losses due to
magneticc braking of the donor star:

accretor.. while Md, Rd, Id, and co are the mass, radius, moment of
inertiaa and spin angular velocity of the donorstar. respectively.
Almostt all calculations were performed with constant total system
masss M. Because we assumed that the accretors are white dwarfs
(att least during the initial phase of the rapid mass transfer phase)
withh high Eddington luminosities this seems a reasonable approximation.. Mass loss from the system, carrying away specific
orbitall angular momentum of the accretor, was assumed for two
sequencess which were calculated for comparison. For each model
off the evolution sequences Id was calculated and substituted in
Eq.. (2). It was further assumed that the spin angular momenta of
bothh components could be neglected and that tidal interaction in
thee binary was sufficiently effective to keep the (magnetically
braked)) rotation of the donor star synchronous with the orbit. The
factorr ƒ in Eq. (2), which we set somewhat arbitrarily equal to 1,
hass been determined observationally to be 0.73 <ƒ< 1.78 for
singlee main sequence G-stars (Skumanich, 1972; Smith, 1979).
Tidall mass transfer was started when the radius of the donorstar
becamee larger than the critical Roche-radius given by (Eggleton,
1983): :

-i-i

r MB ==

-(d\nJ/dt)üè

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

r

1.0 1.0

wheree the term on the right is calculated with help of Eq. (2).
(iv)) The timescale for tidal mass loss from the donor star:

R(d) )
ii

TTMLML=-(d\nMJdty=-(d\nMJdtyll. .

C255

0.88 -

Thee evolution of the orbital separation of the binary system
(assumingg constant system mass) can then be written as:
1/22 Jin A/dt = (!-<,) xü - (TOR1 + r^ 1 ),

1

A~~ EE
V0
2s
25

0.66 -

overall l
contraction n

(4) )

phase e

wheree q = (MdMa). For q > 1 the orbit will always decay, while for
qq < 1 the orbit can expand if the AML timescales are longer than
rML.. In the latter case the mass transfer is driven primarily by the
nuclearr evolution (expansion) of the donor star, so that rML S rBUC.
4.. Results and discussion
4.1.4.1. Bifurcation periods: converging and diverging systems
Thee results of our calculations are given in Tables 1-4 and shown
inn Figs. 1-10. Each initial binary configuration in Table 1 is

0 25

0.U 0.U
1.0 0

1.2 2

1.4 4

1.6 6

2.0 0
1.8 8
tjj (10ayears)

Fig.. 1. The curve shows the orbital period ?, in days as a function of evolution
timee (, (since the donorstar left the ZAMS) for a binary (with Md= 1.50 MQ and
MMaa = 1.00 MQ) in which the donorstar has just expanded to its Roche lobe. The
arrowss indicate the initiation of mass transfer. The sudden decrease in the curve
PiPi (/,) reflects the occurrence of the overall contraction phase at the end of the
coree hydrogen burning phase of a 1.50 A/Q single star
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Tablee 1. Binary parameters of the calculated models
Mod d

M

dd

MM
aa

XX
CSSt»SS33

. (*)

P

tt

logg M„

PP . M
nun n d f f

P

ff

neci i

X

Cf(**
necf f

T

ML L

Age e

A17 7
B17 7
C17 7
D17 7

1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0

0.70 0
0.70 0
0.70 0
0.70 0

8.49 9
9.05 5
9.55 5
9.73 3

0.006 6
0.02 2
0.07 7
0.09 9

0.58 8
0.67 7
0.82 2
0.92 2

-8.03 3
-8.00 0
-7.83 3
-7.27 7

0.07 7
0.47 7
0.69 9
0.80 0

0.11 1
0.18 8
0.21 1
0.22 2

0.07a a
0.95 5
3.21 1
4.77 7

0.01 1
0.15 5
0.19 9
0.20 0

A20 0
B20 0
C20 0
D20 0

1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0

1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0

3.49 9
9.05 5
9.55 5
9.73 3

0.006 6
0.02 2
0.07 7
0.09 9

0.60 0
0.69 9
0.85 5
0.95 5

-8.61 1
-8.61 1
-8.51 1
-8.27 7

0.14 4
0.53 3
0.77 7
0.91 1

0 .. 14
0.20 0
0.22 2
0.23 3

0.14a a
1.72 2
4.81 1
6.78 8

0.04 4
0.18 8
0.20 0
0.21 1

ZSO O
A50 0
BSO O

1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0

4.00 0
4.00 0
4.00 0

6.53 3
7.32 2
8.12 2

0.03* *
0.002* *
0.006 6

0.48 8
0.53 3
0.59 9

-9.43 3
-9.47 7
-9.49 9

0.31 1
0.16 6
0.46 6

0.61 1
0.19 9
0.20 0

0.31aa
0.16a a
1.93 3

. 0 0 2 * * 2 . 3 6 b b 8.21 1
. 0 0 0 1 * * 3 . 9 1 b b 12.75 5
0.18 8
6 . 8 1 1 14.93 3

B22 2

1.50 0

0.70 0

1.79 9 <0.001 1

0.73 3

-6.76 6

0.46 6

0.19 9

1.18 8

0.16 6

5.97 7

A25 5
B25 5
C25 5
D25 5
E25 5
F25 5
G25 5
H25 5
125 5

1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0

1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0

1.52 2 0 . 1 4 * *
1.61 1 0 . 0 8 * *
1.62 2 0 . 0 7 * *
1.79 9 <0.001 1
1.83 3 0.007 7
1.88 8 0.02 2
2 . 0 4 4 0.06 6
2 .. 15
0.09 9
2 . 2 1 1 0.14 4

0.70 0
0.75 5
0.75 5
0.76 6
0.78 8
0.83 3
1.02 2
1.34 4
1.66 6

-7.35 5
-7.37 7
-7.06 6
-7.04 4
-7.05 5
-7.05 5
-7.09 9
-7.28 8
-7.18 8

0.07 7
0.40 0
0.57 7
0.59 9
0.64 4
0.70 0
0.88 8
1.16 6
1.39 9

0.11 1 0 . 0 7 a a
0.. 17
0.58 8
0.21 1 2.30 0
0.21 1 2.49 9
0.22 2 3.24 4
0.22 2 4.46 6
0.24 4 9.68 8
0.25 5 15.70 0
0.26 6 20.21 1

0.002* *
0.15 5
0.18 8
0.. 18
0.19 9
0.20 0
0.22 2
0.23 3
0.25 5

2.24b b
7.69 9
9.89 9 11.50 0
4.41 1
6.03 3
4.04 4
5.83 3
3.30 0
5.13 3
2.57 7
4.43 3
1.10 0
3.14 4
0.59 9
2.74 4
0.40 0
2.61 1

Z55 5
A55 5
B55 5

1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0

4.00 0
4.00 0
4.00 0

0.00 0
0.28 8
0.71 1

0.70* *
0.63* *
0.50* *

0.48 8
0.51 1
0.56 6

- 9 . 2 1 c c 0.10 0
- 9 . 2 0 C C 0.10 0
- 9 . 2 2 C C 0.38 8

0.19 9
0.17 7
0.. 18

0.10a a
0.10a a
0.76 6

0.21* *
1.23 b b
0.09* *
1.56 b b
0.15 5 12.78 8

A25' '
B25' '
C25* *

1.50 0
1.50 0
1.50 0

1.00 0
1.00 0
1.00 0

0.00 0
0.48 8
0.98 8

0.70* *
0.57* *
0.40* *

0.43 3
0.48 8
0.55 5

-7.33 3
-7.28 8
-7.26 6

0.09 9
0.38 8
0.49 9

0.18 8
0.22 2
0.24 4

0.09a a
3.94 4
8.18 8

0.21* *
0.20 0
0.22 2

Z33 3
A33 3
B33 3
C33 3

2.00 0
2.00 0
2.00 0
2.00 0

1.30 0
1.30 0
1.30 0
1.30 0

0.20 0
0.55 5
0.62 2
0.88 8

0.59* *
0.33* *
0.25* *
0.14 4

0.51 1
0.70 0
0.77 7
1.91 1

-6.49 9
-6.42 2
-6.40 0
-6.36 6

0.24 4
0.09 9
0.54 4
1.66 6

0.66 6 0 . 2 4 a a
0.15 5 0 . 0 9 a a
0.28 8 1 . 5 1 * *
0.29 9 41.38 8

0.50* *
0.015* *
0.12 2
0.28 8

0.93b b
2.11bb
1.10b b
0.11 1

0.94 4
7.02 2
3.88 8
0.99 9

B33' '
C33' '

2.00 0
2.00 0

1.30 0
1.30 0

0.20 0
0.47 7

0.59* *
0.40* *

0.51 1
0.64 4

-6.49 9
-6.43 3

0.44 4
0.56 6

0.25 5 13.16 6
0.54 4 3 . 0 5 a a

0.23 3
0.15 5

5.84 4
8.65b b

6.04 4
2.87 7

B33" " 2 . 0 0 0
C33" " 2.00 0

1.30 0
1.30 0

0.62 2
0.88 8

0.25* *
0.14 4

0.77 7
1.91 1

-6.77 7
-6.54 4

0.41 1
1.86 6

0.18 8 1.15 5
0.29 9 36.95 5

0.14 4
0.28 8

5.93 3
0.11 1

6.55 5
0.99 9

3 . 6 5 b b 15.17 7
5.12 2 14.17 7
1.88 8 11.43 3
1.29 9 11.02 2
10.94b b
4.00 0
1.71 1
1.20 0

16.25 5
13.05 5
11.26 6
10.93 3

._-—___
_
___-_—_.
.
_
..._._.._.
.
______ _
—-.___.. ______
.

NotesNotes to Table 1:
M,<La,df
M, <La,df== mass donor, accretor, (donor, final)
== initial age
==
initial, final core hydrogen abundance
M«./> >
A/Hee c (( ƒ)= initial, final helium core
i,rain,ƒ == initial, minimum, final period of the system
== log (maximum of the mass loss rate of the secondary
logg Aif- duringg mass transfer)
== final age of the system present Md//MiM if superscript b
Age e
__ ƒ — present Mif/Mdot if superscript b, or
-Age-f< <
L

7.76 6

4.59 9
5.65 5
13.49 9

2 . 4 0 b b 13.41 1
14.96 6 15.44 4
6.42 2
7.40 0

** Mass transfer not finished at the end of the calculations
bb
Present rML = A/rf//A/dot
cc
At the onset of MB
Primess denote models, evolved with the inclusion of GR alone.
Doublee primes denote models, evolved with MB and mass loss
fromm the system.
Timess in 109yr; masses in MQ; periods in days; mass loss rates
inn A/Q/yr
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Fig.. 3. The evolutionary tracks in the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram of the
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Tablee 2. Bifurcation systems
XX
Set t

bif f

'ZAMS S

nec,i i

between n
17 7
20 0
50 0
25 5
25' '
55 5
33 3
33' '
33" "

58 8
60 0
53 3
0.70 0
0.43 3
0.51 1
0.70 0
"" <
0.70 0

between n
0.67
0.69
0.59
0.75
0.48
0.56
0.77

'ZAMS S

. (*)

7 0.30 0
9 0.31 1
9 33 3
5 43 3
8 0.43 3
6 0.48 8
7 0.46 6
0.46 6
0.777 0.46

6.. 10 J
02 2
6.. 10~ 3
02 2
2.. 10~ 3 *
10" "
0.14* *
08* *
0.70* *
57* *
0.63* *
50* *
0.33* *
25* *
"" >
0.70* *
0.33* *
0.25* *

Periodss are in days; masses in solar masses

Tablee 2 shows the bifurcation periods, the corresponding
evolutionaryy state of the donorstar and the minimum initial
periodd (that corresponds to a ZAMS donorstar) for the chosen
masss configurations. The lower limit on Pbif (2.00,1.30) for the set
off sequences 33" is simply determined by the lower limit for the set
off sequences 33. This follows from the fact that sequence A33
convergess and that additional AML due to mass loss from the

systemm will only enhance the convergent character of the binary
systemm A33 (see later).
Thee initial phase of mass transfer is qualitatively different for
binaryy systems with <?, > 1 and qt < 1. In the former case the orbit
mustt shrink [Eq. (4)] and the donorstar begins to lose mass on
roughlyy a thermal timescale (or shorter in case of a dynamical
instability)) in order to remain inside the shrinking critical lobe. In
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Fig.. 6. The evolution of the orbital period as a function of decreasing donorstar
masss of some sequences of set 25 (Mt= 1.50 MQ, Ma = 1.00 M0). Open dots
markk the onset of MB. The first part of the orbital evolution is determined by the
rapidd mass transfer phase (see Fig. 8). Sequence A25 corresponds to a
convergentt system. Sequence B 25 starts mass transfer before the occurrence of
thee overall contraction phase of the donorstar. Sequence D25 starts mass
transferr after the donorstar evolved through the overall contraction phase

Fig.. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for sequences A33 and B33

systemss with q, > 1 the bifurcation between diverging and con- intermediatee phase of orbital decline caused by the angular
vergingg systems, for a given mass of the donorstar, occurs for momentumm losses. If, during this intermediate phase, the donorinitiallyy more evolved donorstars as compared to systems with starr succeeds to reach the end of the core hydrogen burning phase
qqtt < 1 (compare set of sequences 17, 20 and 50 or 25 and 55 in (causingg the disappearence of the convective core, which is
Tabless 1 and 2). This is because the (rapid) mass transfer favours revealedd by the dips in the graphs), the subsequent rapid envelope
thee convergence of the binary systems. This can be understood expansionn and high mass transfer rate forces the binary system to
qualitatively:: during the rapid mass-transfer (RMT) phase diverge.. Thus a necessary requirement for convergence ("cap(q(qtt>> 1), the nuclear evolution of the donorstar is frozenture")) of a binary system with a donorstar progenitor more
(TMLL S TKH < rnuc), so that for a given mass of the mass-losing massivee than 1.25 M0 is that AML are sufficiently strong to
secondary,, during the mass transfer phase, the donorstar remains inhibitt core hydrogen exhaustion in the donorstar. Binary systems
lesss evolved than in case q, < 1. The less evolved donorstar then withh less massive donorstarprogenitors can form convergent
needss more time to evolve towards the shell hydrogen burning systems,, even when they have evolved slightly beyond the core
phase,, so that AML have a better chance to "capture" the system hydrogenn exhaustion phase (see sequences A17, A 20).
beforee the donorstar is able to expand significantly.
Thesee phenomena can be understood with help of Figs. 8 and 9
Itt should be noted that in all the sequences calculated here, whichh show the four timescales rGR, rMB, rML and rKH (Sect. 3) as a
evenn for systems with qt < 1, the orbital separation decreases functionn of the decreasing mass of the donorstar for evolution
initiallyy (Pmin < Pt), as a result of the strong AML.
sequencess A25-D25 and A33-B33, respectively. A general
Figuress 6 and 7 show the evolution of the orbital period during patternn can be discerned in thesefigures:in the intermediate phase
thee mass transfer phase of sequences A25-D25 and A33-B33, off mass transfer we have TML S TMB which, for qt > 1 is preceded by
respectively.. The initial decrease of Parb, which occurs during the aa phase of rapid mass transfer with rML £ rKH. For converging
RMT-phasee (I?,>1), is sometimes followed by a temporary systemss TGR decreases steadily during the evolution, whereby the
increasee of the period when q < 1. In all cases this is followed by an binaryy is finally "captured" by gravitational radiation losses
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Fig.. 8. The evolution of the relevant timescales rXY for sequences A25, B25
Fig. 9a-c. Same as Fig. 8, but for sequences A 33, B 33 and B 33'. The dashed line
andd D25 as a function of decreasing donorstar mass. The dips in the evolution
in c shows the MB-timescale, although MB was not included in the evolution of
off the mass-loss timescale rML in sequences A25 (M„~0.32Mo)
and B25
sequence B33'(see text)
(Mi(Mi ~ 0.90 MQ ) are caused by the disappearence of the convective core of the
donorstar.. GR = gravitational radiation timescale; MB = magnetic braking
timescale;; ML = mass loss timescale; KH = thermal relaxation timescale

= *GR < *MB < T„UC)- A more detailed description of the
furtherr evolution of these converging systems is postponed to
Sect.. 5.4.
Duringg the latest phase of mass transfer in diverging binary
systemss the orbit expands and TOR (like rMB) ends up increasing,
whilee the mass transfer timescale rML may either follow TMB closely
(inn systems very close to the bifurcation limit (like sequence B25)
orr decrease below rMB as the donorstar speeds up its internal
evolutionn after the end of core hydrogen burning (like sequence
B33).. The mass transfer is then driven primarily by the nuclear
evolutionn (expansion) of the donorstar (rML s xmc < rMB < r GR ),
soo that the mass transfer term in Eq. (4) dominates over the AMLterms.. This results in substantial expansion of the orbit.
(TMLL

4.2. Effect of magnetic braking
Thee full lines in Fig. 9 c represent the timescales relevant in the
evolutionn of sequence B33', for which MB was not included. The
dashedd curve shows T MB , for comparison. Since, during the
intermediatee mass transfer phase in B33', rMB is shorter than
T
MLL ~ Tmrc>il is c l e a r t n a t if MB would be included, the evolution of
thee binary would occur on a timescale dictated by MB and the
evolutionn of the system would be quite different (see sequence
Z33,, below).
Forr larger masses of the donorstar (^1.5Af Q ) the nuclear
timescalee declines, while magnetic braking starts only to work
afterr loss of some amount of mass whereby the convective
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Tablee 3. Illustration of the "gap" in the final periods of binaries with Md = 1.50 M~ and M, = 1.00 M~
XX

Mod d

P. .

. (

M.i i
\ \ ec,i i
aaaai i

A25 5
B25 5

0.7045
0.7460
0.7467
0.7479

C25 5
D25 5

0.7492 2
0.7609 9

5
0
7
9

1.8639
1.9268
1.9281
1.9300

9
8
1
0

1.9324 4
1.9523 3

0.1383* *
0.0757* *
0.0742* *
0.0717* *
gap-0.0684* *
-3 3
<< 10

convergingg
0.5800
0.6277
0.7222
2.301 1
2.490 0

model
0.1752
0.1768
0.1801
0.2074 4
0.2092 2

RnRn = the initial radius of the donorstar. For the meaning of the other symbols, see Table 1.
Radiii and masses in solar units; periods in days

envelopee thickens, or when the donorstar has become a (sub)
giant.. Nevertheless, inclusion of MB (from the moment when the
convectivee envelope reaches its critical size, see Sect. 2) appears to
havee a significant effect on the evolution of these more massive
systemss as can be seen by comparing sequences A25 and B25'
(Tablee 2). The latter system diverges while it starts off with a less
evolvedd donorstar (Xett ~ 0.57) compared to the donorstar in the
convergingg system A 25 (which starts transferring mass when
A^,;; -^ 0.14). Tables 1 and 2 show that even binaries with
donorstarss of 2.0 MQ can converge (sequence A 33) when MB is
takenn into account. Our calculations indicate that this is not true
whenn MB is not included; in that case the binary will diverge even
whenn the donorstar initiates mass transfer at the ZAMS. For
comparison,, we added to our sample the (converging) sequence
Z33,, starting off in the same state as B33', but which was evolved
withh the inclusion of magnetic braking. As MB was switched on
duringg the RMT-phase, the difference in evolution of both
sequencess becomes visible at (the end of) the RMT-phase (see
Fig.. 5, enlarged part).
4.3.4.3. Gap in the distribution offinalorbital periods

Inn addition, note that the gap occurs only for systems with
donorstarss that are initially more massive than about 1.25 M0
becausee less massive stars do not develop a convective core on the
mainn sequence and therefore do not evolve through an overall
contractionn phase.
4.4.4.4. Evolution sequences with massive accretor
Setss of sequences 50 (Md = 1.0MQ, Ma = 4.QMQ) and
555 (Md =1.50 MQt Ma = 4.00 A/ 0 ) were calculated to model the
evolutionn of the system A 0620-00 (Nova Monocerotis, see
Sect.. 5.2 for a more detailed discussion). An interesting result of
thesee computations is the non existence of converging systems
withh Ma = 4.0Mo for initial donorstar-masses larger than
SS 170 M0 (see Fig. 10a). Note that for any given initial accretormasss a maximum initial donormass can be found for which no
convergentt systems can be formed anymore. For sufficiently
massivee donorstars the remnant (after the RMT-phase) will be
sufficientlyy massive (and thus have sufficiently short evolutionary
timescales)) to evolve significantly and form a wide divergent
system.. This is true even when the donorstar initiates mass transfer
onn the ZAMS.

Thee search for Pbit (1.5, 1.0) revealed the existence of a sharp
4.5.4.5. Effects of supernova explosion on Pbif
increasee of the final orbital period as a function of the initial
evolutionn state, when the donorstar {Md > 1.25 MQ) approaches Lett us briefly discuss the effects of the supernova-explosion (due
thee overall contraction phase at the initiation of mass transfer. too the accretion induced collapse of the WD-component) on the
Tablee 3 shows a fine grid of diverging evolution sequences for evolutionn of our systems. Presumably, at least some 10% of the
whichh the donorstar initiates mass transfer while it is close to (or compactt component's mass is lost at the moment of collapse
hass just passed) the overall contraction phase. There appears a (correspondingg to the loss of the stellar binding energy). This
sharpsharp transition in the distribution of the final orbital periods (at
suddenn "mass-loss' from the system increases the period of the
thee end of mass transfer), depending on whether the donorstar has binaryy and detaches the donorstar from its Roche lobe (see e.g.
evolvedd through the overall contraction phase or not when it vann den Heuvel and Habets, 1984). During some time the system
beginss to transfer mass. We will refer to this sharp transition as a evolvess without mass transfer until either the angular momentum
"periodd gap" in the distribution of final orbital periods. For a losss mechanisms have sufficiently decayed the orbit or the
givenn systemic mass configuration and a supposedly homo- donorstarr has expanded to its Roche lobe, and the mass transfer
geneouss distribution of initial orbital periods, the population of resumes.. If the nuclear timescale of the donorstar at the moment
finalfinal systems (after the phase of mass transfer) will be substantially
off collapse is longer or of the same order as the angular
reducedd in this "gap" as compared to adjacent periods. Note that momentumm timescales involved, no significant evolution of the
thiss period "gap" disappears when we consider a statistical sample donorstarr is to be expected during the quiescent phase. However,
off binary systems since the position of the gap varies strongly as a thee situation will bee different for sequences with higher donorstar
functionn of the component masses (Md, Ma).
masses.. The more massive donorstars have shorter evolutionary
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thee orbit of the system and thus favours the formation of
convergentt systems.
Thee systemic mass loss resulted in shorter final periods (and
slightlyy lower final donor masses) which shows that the nuclear
evolutionn of the donorstar was somewhat inhibited compared to
thee corresponding conservative case (B33-C33). The total mass
lostt from the system was 0.53 M0 and 1.15 MQ for these two
sequences.. Since sequences C33 and C33" were both calculated
untill the envelope of the donorstar was depleted and the mass
transferr phase terminated, the final systems can be compared.
Notee that, although a substantial amount of mass was lost from
thee system in C33" (50%!), the final mass of the donorstar is
practicallyy the same (0.29 MQ) in both sequences. Also the final
periodd (41.4 and 37.0 days, respectively) is very similar. It appears
thatt the only substantial difference is a much reduced mass of the
accretor,, 1.50MQ in sequence C33' against 3.00M0 in C33.
Notee further that, except for sequence B22, the set of
sequencess 33 represents evolution with the largest initial mass
ratioo and thus the highest mass transfer rates.
Somee of the divergent binary systems of set of sequences 33
couldd not be evolved until the end of the mass transfer. The
growingg convective envelope penetrated deep into the star and
0.88
1.0
approachedd the hydrogen burning shell. A very sharp disconM d (M.) )
tinuityy in the hydrogen abundance was built up at the adge of the
Fig.. 10a and b. The evolution of the orbital period as a function of donorstar- convectivee envelope and numerical problems could not be
raassraass for the sets of sequences 55 (Md = 1.50M0, Ma = 4.0QMo, a) and 50avoided.. However, the sequences were evolved far enough to be
(M(M44"l.00M"l.00Moo,,
Ma = 4.00MQ, b) and sequence A135 {M,= 1.50Afo,
suree that these would form divergent binary systems.
M„M„ = 12.00 A / Q , dashed line a). The dashed-dotted line in Fig. 10a represents the
periodd of a ZAMS-single star with mass Md, starting mass transfer onto a
4.000 MQ compact companion. The current period of A 0620-00 ts 0.32 days. The
numberss along the tracks indicate the calculated KV-spectrum of the secondary
duringg mass transfer, e.g. a number 5 corresponds to a K5V spectrum. Open
dotss mark the onset of MB

timescales,, and can evolve substantially during the quiescent
phase.. As a result, a more massive donorstar will expand faster
whenn the mass transfer is resumed and this results in a larger
increasee of the orbital period. Because this favours the formation
off divergent systems, the effect of the supernova-explosion will be
aa shift of the bifurcation point to earlier initial evolutionary stages
off the donorstar. For example, the position of the bifurcation
limitss of sets 33 and 33' (assuming the accretor to be a WD) will be
alteredd by the effects of the accretion induced collapse of the white
dwarf,, while the position of most bifurcation limits for systems
withh a donor of lower mass (< 1.50 M0) will not be perturbed.
4.6.4.6. Effects of mass loss from the system
Inn set of sequences 17,20,22, and 25 we assumed the accretor to be
aa white dwarf (the remnant core of the giant after the "spiral-in"
phase).. Because the Eddington limiting accretion rate is very high
(~~ 10~5 MQ /yr) for white dwarfs, we assumed the mass transfer to
bee conservative (without mass loss from the system). This in order
too keep the calculations as simple as possible. However, we
performedd two calculations (B33" and C33") in which mass loss
fromm the system was taken into account. In these sequences, we
assumedd that the accretor was a neutron star that could not accept
masss at a rate > 1.0 10*8 MQ/yr (roughly the Eddington limit for
aa neutron star). For higher mass transfer rates, the extra mass was
expelledd from the system, carrying away the specific orbital
angularr momentum of the accretor. If the latter star is the less
massivee component this mass loss from the system tends to shrink

5.. Application to observed systems
Inn the following discussions, the secondary will always be the
opticall companion (the donorstar) and the primary will be the
compactt object of the observed system.
5.1.5.1. PSR 1831-00
Thee discovery of this new binary radio pulsar has recently been
presentedd by Dewey et al. (1986). The observations showed that
thiss binary has an orbital period of 1.81 days and a very low mass
function/(m)) = 1.2 10"4 M0. Savonije (1987), derived a mass of
~0.166 A/0 for the WD-secondary in this system.
Comparedd to the results of our numerical calculations (Table
1),, the observed orbital 'period is rather short, since our diverging
sequencess havefinalperiods which are generally longer than ~ 2.0
days.. Whatever the initial mass-configuration, this suggests that
thee initial period for the progenitor system must have been close to
thee corresponding bifurcation period. From Table 1, we find that
suchh systems form the least massive WD's, which is consistent
withh the derived low value for the mass of the optical companion.
Wee conclude from our computations that final periods of ~ 1.80
dayss correspond roughly with final WD-masses of ~0.190.200 MQ (see the interpolated sequences below). This is consistent
withh the above mentioned mass of ~ 0.16 M 0 since the theoretical
"errorr bars" are not well known and presumably correspond to at
leastt 0.03 MQ.
Lett us try to derive some limits to the initial binary parameters
off PSR 1831-00.
1.. Considering mass transfer from an initial 1.0 MQsecondaryy progenitor we obtain, by interpolation in the calculated
sequences,, final system parameters which resemble those of the
binaryy PSR 1831-00 rather closely. Sequence B20 with a final
periodd of 1.72 days and a WD-mass of 0.20 MQ seems an
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acceptablee model. Interpolation between B17 and C17 yields a andd the same initial evolutionary state of the secondary as in
systemm with a final period of 1.81 days and a final WD-mass of sequencee B55.
0.199 A/Q for an initial binary period of about 0.73 days.
Figuree 10a andd b show the evolution of the orbital period (full
However,, it is important to note that the age of both systems lines)) during the mass-transfer phase as a function of the mass of
(~~ 13 109yr), is close to the Hubble time. This indicates that the thee donorstar. The initial donorstarmasses were 1.50 A/Q and
lowerr mass limit to the initial (i.e. at the initiation of the last mass 1.00 M0.
transferr phase) secondary mass of PSR1831-00 is s 1.0 MQ.
Thee calculated K-spectrum is indicated by the numbers along
2.2. Let us consider systems starting with 1.50 A/ 0 secondaries. thee track. The dashed-dotted line, labeled Pz^a (in Fig. 10 a),
Interpolationn is made difficult in this case by the occurrence of the showss the orbital period as a function of Md for systems with
overalll contraction phase in the initial period range of interest. In 4.00 A/0-primaries and donorstars on the ZAMS.
thee previous section, we already mentioned the existence of a
Weefirstdiscuss the evolution of systems starting mass transfer
"gap"" in the final periods of diverging systems (for a given initial withh 1.5 A/0-secondaries. Although GR is included, the first part
masss configuration), due to the occurrence of an overall contrac- off the mass transfer phase is determined by the evolution of the
tionn phase in the evolution of the secondary-progenitor for donorstarr and the system widens. When the donorstar has lost
MMdd > 1.25 A/ Q . Set of sequences 25 shows the existence of a final somee mass (~0.2 A/ 0 ), the required extension of the convective
periodd 'gap" ranging from about say 0.75 days to 2.20 days. The envelope,, for inclusion of MB is reached and the orbit begins to
existencee of this "gap" lowers the formation probability of a decay.. Sequence B55. which is just beyond the bifurcation point,
systemm like PSR 1831-00 (PMb = l.%l days) appreciably if the evolvess through a minimum period of 0.38 days. This shows that
initiall mass configuration would have been (MdJ A/J»(1.50 A/ 0 , wee should start mass transfer with a less evolved donorstar to form
1.000 A/ Q ).
aa system like A 0620-00.
Thee calculated spectral type of the secondary at the currently
However,, since the position of the gap is a function of both Md
andd Ma it is possible to increase the formation probability by observedd period (Porb =« 0.32 days) indicates that the more evolved
increasingg or decreasing the mass of the accretor A/,, considering convergingg systems represent the evolution of A 0620-00 better.
MMdd 1.50 MQ. We estimate that the mass range for A/a for which Ann intermediate model between A 55 and B 55 yields the best fit for
thee period of PSR 1831-00 is situated in the period "gap" is about bothh the spectral type of the optical companion and the orbital
0.855 A/Q —1.20A/o. A similar discussion can be held for all period. .
Thee same discussion holds for systems with initial donorstarsystemss with initial donorstar-masses £1.25 M0.
3.. A slightly more evolved version of sequence B33" massess of 1.0 A/0 (Fig. 10b). However, in the latter case, the
(M(Mdd * 2.00 A/Q , A / , = 1.30A/Q, including mass loss from thesecondaryy may be much more evolved than is the case in systems
system)) would also yield a plausible scenario for the evolution of withh 1.5 A/ 0 -secondary progenitors.
Tablee 4 gives the initial (i) and current (P„h - 0.32 days)
PSRR 1831-00.
systemss parameters as derived from the calculations.
Interpolationn between sequences A50-B50 and A55-B55
yieldss current secondary masses of 0.46 M0 and 0.41 A/Q
5.2.. A 0620-00
55 A/ 0 ) (Fig 10a and b), respectively. The corresponding
Thee orbital parameters of this system were derived by McClintock spectrall classes for the optical companion are K3V and K4V,
andd Remillard (1986). A firm lower limit on the mass of the respectively.. The core hydrogen abundance of the K4V-dwarf is
compactt object was found to be 3.2 MQ indicating the probable veryy close to zero, while the K3V-star has already developed a
existencee of a black hole in this system. Given an orbital period of 0.011 A/Q helium core.
0.322 days and the mass-radius relation for main sequence stars,
Thee calculated ages of the systems with initial secondarytheyy derive a mass of 0.7 A/Q for the K5V-optical companion. massess of 1.0 A/Q set a lower limit on the secondary-progenitor of
Sincee a MS-star of 0.7 A/Q underfills its Roche-lobe they suggest 1.00
) A/ 0 , since again these ages approach the Hubble time
thatt the optical star is somewhat evolved.
(seee Table 4).
dee Kool, van den Heuvel and Pylyser (1986), proposed a
Ann upper limit of 1.70
) M0 for the initial secondary
plausiblee scenario for the evolution of A 0620-00. The massive masss can be derived from Fig. 10a by extrapolating the curve of
supergiantt should be sufficiently massive and evolved to form a sequencee B55 towards higher masses. This extrapolated line
3.22 A/Q to 13.0 A/0 helium core. They derived initial masses from crossess the ^j^-curve at a mass ~1.70A/ o . Thus a system
27A/ 00 to 40 A/ 0 for the primary and at most 2.0 A/ 0 for the consistingg initially of a 1.70 A/ 0 ZAMS-secondary and a 4.0 MQ
secondary.. The expansion of the supergiant induced a common primaryy will evolve through a minimum period higher than the
envelopee phase, leaving, after the removal of the supergiant- observedd period.
envelope,, a Wolf-Rayet (?)-star and a low mass, hardly evolved
McClintockk and Remillard (1986) derived a primary mass in
companion.. The collapse of the primary into a black-hole is not thee range 3.20-13.10 A/G. Therefore, we computed one sequence
expectedd to disrupt the system. Subsequently, AML due to GR (AA 135), with a more massive (12.0A/o) primary component.
andd MB decayed the orbit until the low mass companion filled its Comparisonn between sequences A135 and A 55 shows clearly
Roche-lobee and started mass transfer.
(Fig.. 10 a) that the secondary becomes more evolved, for a given
Wee now want to refine the analytically derived maximum secondaryy mass, since we can see a little dip at Md = 0.6 A/ 0 . The
initiall secondary mass (de Kool, van den Heuvel and Pylyser) with dipp corresponds to the disappearance of the convective core at the
helpp of numerical calculations, including AML due to MB. In endd of the core hydrogen burning phase of the secondary. In the
additionn to sequences A50-B50 {Md = 1.00 A/ 0 , M. = 4.00 A/Q) 1.55 + 4.0 A/Q-configuration this phase occurred when the secondandd A55-B55 (Md = 1.50 A/ 0 , A/a = 4.00A/o), we computed aryy was initially more evolved (sequence B55). This implies that
sequencess Z50, Z55, and A135 (A/rf = 1.50A/0, Ma = 12.00A/G). thee upper limit for the initial secondary mass decreases slightly for
Bothh Z-sequences are less evolved versions of the A -sequences and moree massive systems: an analogous extrapolation of the curve of
A1355 is a system starting mass transfer with a 12.0 A/0-primary sequencee A135 towards higher masses crosses the Puwcurve at a
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Tablee 4. Evolution sequences for the modelling of the binary A 0620-00
X

c,i<*> >

Mod d

ec,jL
"h--

Z555
1.50
A555
1.50
B55xx 1.50
A1355

logg M

opt t
4.00 0 0.00 0 0.70**
4.00 0 0.28 8 0.63**
4.00 0 0.71 1 0.50**

1.50 12.00

0.28

0.63*

c,p p
sp p
nec,p p

L

0.48
0.51
0.56

0.800
0.733
0.411

2.27
2.70
5.21

- 9.55 0.24*
- 9.49 0.13*
-10.03 0.03

0.51 1 0.60 0 4.30 0 -- 9.75 0.02*

G8-KO
~ KO
~ K3
~ K1

Z50 0 1.00 0 4.00 0 6.53 3 0.03* * 0.48 8 0.69 9 7.47 7 -- 9.52 0.01* ~ KO
A50 0 1.00 0 4.00 0 7.32 2 0.002* *0.53 3 0.55 5 9.01 1 -- 9.70 0.0001* ~ K2
B50x x 1.00 0 4.00 0 8.12 2 0.006 6 0.59 9 0.55 5 10.06 6 -- 9.80 0.03 K1-K2
Masss in solar masses, periods in days, times in 109 years, mass loss rates in solar masses per year
xx following the sequence number denotes the present parameters at minimum period
MMdada
= masses of the secondary, primary
MMoptopt = the present mass of the optical component (secondary)
ttipip
= initial, present age of the system
logg Mp = present mass loss rate
= present spectral class of the secondary
spsp
XXcUpcUp = initial, present core hydrogen abundance of the secondary
MMheciphecip = initial, present helium core mass of the secondary

slightlyy lower mass (the /^„j-curve for 12.00 M0-primaries is
hardlyy different from the curve in Fig. 10a. In any case, the values
°ff ^ZAMS f° r 12.00 Af0-primaries are slightly higher, thereby
enhancingg the just described effect). In addition, the current
systemm is older in sequence A135 (see Table 4), than in sequence
A55.. This implies, from a Hubble time argument, that the lower
masss limit for the secondary in systems with more massive
primariess should be larger.
Thee interpolated mass transfer rate in the two interpolation
sequencess (between A 50 and B50. and between A 55 and B55) is
aboutt 1.0 10" 10 M0jyx, while the observed mass loss rate derived
byy McClintock et al. (1983) (and which is discontinuous on
timescaless of 70yr) is - 3.0 10" 11 MQ/yr (see McClintock et al.,
1983). .
Wee can calculate the orbital period right after the supernovaexplosionn of the massive supergiant by considering the AMLtimescaiee at the estimated onset of mass transfer for the best fit
(interpolation)) progenitor systems. By assuming that the donorstarr is still on the ZAMS, at the moment of the supernova
explosionn we derive periods of 1.28 days and 0.58 days,
respectively. .

transfer.. This is important for the study of the minimum period of
ultra-compactt binary systems (PQIb < 1 h). The existence of such a
minimumm period for converging systems was pointed out by
Paczyhskii (1981) and since then a lot of work has been done on
thiss topic by several authors (see refs. below). It has been
extensivelyy shown that the minimum period decreases significantlyy with decreasing hydrogen content of the donorstar (Paczyhski,, 1981; Paczyhski and Sienkiewicz, 1983; Sienkiewicz, 1984;
Rappaport,, Joss and Webbink, 1982 for donorstars with solar
composition;; Sienkiewicz, 1984; Nelson et al., 1986; Savonije et
al.,, 1986; Tutukov et al., 1985 for calculations with hydrogen
deficientt donorstars).
Wee stopped the computations when the ages of sequences A20
andd A17 had become larger than the Hubble-time (see Table 1).
Sincee these sequences did not yet reach a minimum period, further
evolutionn of these systems was not interesting. Sequences A 25 and
A333 are more interesting, since the donorstars had nearly
exhaustedd hydrogen in their cores while the stars were less old than
aa Hubble time. We further evolved both systems and obtained
resultss in good agreement with previous work. Minimum periods
off 40-42min were found for sequences A25 and A33, respectively.. The masses of the secondary, the mass-transfer rates and
5.3.5.3. The ultra-compact binaries (UCFs): 4V1626-67, G16-29,thee ages of the systems at minumum period were, 0.045 M0 and
44 U1916-05
0.035A/o,, 1.4 10 _ 1 0 M o /yr and 8.5 1 0 " u M o / y r and 8.3 10»
9
Wee will now restrict ourselves to systems with very short orbital andd 8.2 10 yr, respectively. The corresponding core hydrogen
periodss (40-50 minutes), which, at the onset of mass transfer, have abundancess at minimum period were 0.0017 and 0.0015. Since the
progenitorr systems with a hydrogen burning secondary. We coree of the donorstar was still radiative at minimum period these
therebyy exclude systems like 4U1820-30 (^„„ = 685 5, Stella, convergingg systems cross the observed period gap for low mass
Priedhorskyy and White, 1986), which, at the onset of mass transfer X-rayy binaries (see e.g. White, 1986; Patterson, 1984) without any
havee probably a WD-secondary. The search for Pbit(Mit Ma) interruptionn in the mass-transfer rate due to a possible vanishing
showss how evolved a donorstar is allowed to be at the initiation of off the radiative core and the related disappearance of MB
masss transfer in a converging binary system. Theoretically, the (Robinsonn et al., 1981; Ritter, 1982; Spruit and Ritter, 1983;
starr could already have developed a low mass helium core Verbunt,, 1984). These results are very similar to the findings of
(s0.04A/ o ;; see sequences A17, A 20) at the beginning of mass e.g.. Iben and Tutukov (1984) and Tutukov et al. (1985).
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5.4.5.4. Cert X-4
vann Paradijs et al. (1980) constrained the spectral type of the
opticall companion of CenX-4 between K3V and K7V.
Ilovaiskyy et al. (1987) reported a 15.1 hour orbital period for
thiss system and derived a mean density for the companion about
5-100 times lower than for MS-stars with the above given spectral
type.. The absolute visual magnitude of the optical companion is
aboutt 7.2, which corresponds to a position in the HRD at the
lowerr edge of the main sequence band or even below, for the above
spectrall type. This yields a mass for the secondary of about
0.055 M0 to 0.20 MQ.
Suchh a low mass star filling its Roche lobe evolved off the
mainn sequence and formed a compact He-core surrounded by an
expandedd hydrogen-rich envelope.
Thee final models of the sequences between B25 and C25 in
Tablee 3 seem the right system-configuration for Cen X-4, if we
assumee that the observed system is very close to the end of mass
transferr (about 0.01 M0 left to be transferred).
Duringg this last phase of Roche lobe overflow, the mass
transferr rates are low, i.e. <1. - 2 10" l l A/ 0 /yr and the masslosingg companion has a mean density about 5 times smaller than a
mainn sequence star with the same spectral type, which is in very
goodd agreement with the above mentioned average density. The
positionn of the mass-losing companion in the HRD is very close to
thee lower limit of the main sequence band and is evolving towards
thee left in the diagram, in accordance with the results of Ilovaisky
ett al. (1987).
Wee note further that the final models of the computed systems
aree about 1 1010 yr old. Therefore, we expect that the minimum
masss of the secondary is not very much smaller than about
1.55 M0. Final configurations as described above are insensitive to
thee initial configuration, as long as the initial period is longer than,
butt very close to, Pw for the chosen initial component masses (see
alsoo e.g. sequences B55 and B17).

Thee K2IV-spectral type of the optical companion of GK Per
andd the 1.997 day orbital period of the system were derived by
Warnerr (1976) and Crampton et al. (1983), respectively. Both
indicatee that the secondary of the system is evolved, at least up to
thee end of the main sequence.
Basedd on these observations and on an analysis of the X-ray
pulsee period, Watson et al. (1985) estimated the primary and
secondaryy component masses to be £0.72Afo and ~0.25Mo
(withh a helium core of 0.17 M0), respectively. The current total
masss of the system is likely to be £ 1.70 MQ (since otherwise, the
masss of the primary would be too high for a WD). Since we
assumedd mass conservation, only a few sequences of set of
sequencess 17 (1.0 Af0 +0.7 MQ) are useful for comparison with
thee above estimates for the binary parameters.
Thee initial, minimum and final periods in Table 1 show that the
presentt period of GK Per rules out any sequence with
MM44»» 1.00 Af0 and Ma = 0.70 M0 which begins to transfer mass
beforee the donorstar has formed a He-core of -0.04A/ o . This
impliess that the initial period of the system should have been larger
thann about 0.73 days. For sequences Cl7-D17 we find a current
masss (and He-core mass) of the optical companion of 0.26 M0
(0.16M o )) and 0.33 M0 (0.15MQ), while the corresponding ages
off the systems are 1.08 10* and 1.03 109yr, respectively. The
calculatedd effective temperature (Iogre(r = 3.67-3.68) is in good
agreementt with the K2-spectrum, while the luminosity (log
LJLQLJLQ = 0.25-0.28) lies well above the main sequence values, and
correspondss to luminosity class IV. The derived component
massess are similar to those in previous work, but clearly show that
thee secondary could be more massive (and less evolved) than
arguedd by Watson et al. (1985). This is especially true if the
donorstarss are more evolved at the onset of mass transfer. In view
off the formation scenario of LMXB's, GK Per could possibly be a
directt progenitor of a wide LMXB.
6.. Conclusions

5.5.5.5. Sco X'l

Wee have extended the calculations of close binary evolution with
Thiss system has an observed period of 0.78 days (Gottlieb et al., masss transfer enhanced by angular momentum losses due to
1975)) and can be best described by sequence F25 (Md = 1.50 MQ, gravitationall radiation and magnetic braking to higher initial
MMaa ~ 1.00 MQ). At the end of the RMT-phase in this sequence, the massess of the donorstar (Md = 2.00 MQ).
Masss loss from the system was deliberately neglected in order
binaryy system has a period of 0.75 days and transfers mass at a rate
off 1.0 10"8 A/Q/yr. The corresponding masses are 1.07 MQ and too construct a homogeneous sample of binary evolution with
1.433 M0 for the secondary and primary, respectively. Shortly after donorstarss in the mass range 1.0 Afo-2.0 M0 and accretors of
thee end of thee RMT-phase, the orbital period of the system is 0.76 0.700 MQ to 1.30 MQ.
Ass expected, magnetic braking appears to have a substantial
dayss and mass is transferred at a rate of 2 10 * 9 Af0/yr. Secondary
andd primary masses are then 1.03 MQ and 1.47 A/ 0 , respectively. influencee on the binary evolution when the orbital separation is
Thesee component masses are in good agreement with those sufficientlyy small (i.e. mass transfer initiates during the MS-phase
inferredd from the orbital analysis: Mx = 1.3 MQ and M4 = 1.0 M0 off the donorstar). Adopting a simple estimate for the efficiency of
(Cramptonn et al., 1976). The initial, minimum and final periods magneticc braking (Verbunt and Zwaan, 1981) we determined the
obtainedd in sequences B25-F25 suggests that the secondary of bifurcationn periods which separate the converging binary systems
Scoo X-l passed through the overall contraction phase before (nuclearr evolutionn of donorstar frozen) from the diverging binary
initiationn of mass-transfer. The implied age of the system is about systemss (leading t 0 wjde detached binaries with a white dwarf
remnantt of the donorstar). The calculated bifurcation periods are
1.99 10° yr.
off course not completely unique, because the strength of magnetic
brakingg is not well determined. It appears that (because of the
drasticc reduction of the nuclear evolution timescale of the
5.6.5.6. GKPer
donorstarr after its MS-phase) for all reasonable estimates of the
Ourr choice of initial mass configurations implies that only a small efficiencyy of magnetic braking, the donorstar must initiate mass
2
partt of our calculations can be applied to CV's (where the compact transferr before it has developed a helium core (MHte < 10" M0)
iff
the
binary
is
to
be
captured
by
the
angular
momentum
losses
and
objectt is a WD). As long as the mass of the accretor does not
exceedd the Chandrasekhar mass, we may use our computations for converge.. For donorstars more massive than about 1.25 MQ the
masss transfer must even start before the donorstar evolves
comparisonn with observed CV's.
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throughh the overall contraction phase near the end of core Nomoto,, K.: 1984. in Problems of Collapse and Numerical
hydrogenn burning if the binary is to converge.
Relativity,Relativity, eds. D. Bancel, M. Signore, Reidel. Dordrech
AA sharp transition in the evolution of diverging binaries with Ostriker,, J.P.: 1976. in Structure and Evolution of Close Binarv
initiall donorstar masses larger than about 1.25 M0 appears as a
Systems,Systems, eds. P.P.Eggleton, J. Whelan. Reidel, Dordrech
functionn of initial orbital period. This "gap" in the possible final
206 6
periodss of diverging systems is caused by the restructuring of the Paczyriski,, B.: 1976. in Structure and Evolution of Close Binary
donorstarr and the ignition of the hydrogen shell source at the end
Systems,Systems, eds. P.P. Eggleton, J. Whelan, Reidel, Dordrech
off the core hydrogen burning phase.
75 5
Paczyriski,, B.: 1981, Acta Astron. 31, 1
Paczyriski,, B.: 1983. Nature 304. 421
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Thee evolution of low-mass close binary systems with a conpact
component:: II. Systens captured by angular momentum losses

E.H.PP Pylyser and G.J, Savonije.

Summary: :
Wee present numerical calculations simulating the evolution of lowmass,, interacting close binary systems in which mass-exchange is started
fromm a 1.0 - 2.0 MQ mass-losing component towards an accreting compact
companion.. The range of initial periods of these systems has been chosen
suchh that it results in the capture of the system by angular momentum
losses.. This range covers a large part of the possible evolutionary
pathss of short-period cataclysmic variables and low-mass X-ray binary
systems.. Our investigation extends the initial donor star mass to higher
valuess than in previous studies of this type. The system characteristics
att different stages of the mass-exchange phase are in good agreement
withh results obtained in previous work. We argue that the observed
spreadd in mass-transfer rates for a given orbital period is, by means of
thee process of magnetic braking, related mainly to the spread in the
momentss of inertia of the mass-losing component in these

systems. This

reflectss the natural distribution of initial orbital periods {after
terminationn of the spiral-in phase) of their progenitor systems.
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1•• Introduction.

Thee final evolution of interacting low-mass close binary systems
suchh as low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB's) and cataclysmic variables
(CV's)) has been extensively studied in the past ten years. Individual
andd statistical observational characteristics of these systems have been
extensivelyy reviewed and studied by, e.g. Ritter (1983) and Patterson
(1984).. Numerous theoretical studies have been presented in order to
modell the observed characteristics of the systems, as well as their
possiblee progenitor- and remnant-systems (see below for a detailed list
off references). It was found without ambiguity that these low-mass
binaryy systems consist of a low-mass, mass-spilling star accompanied by
ann accreting evolved compact component (a white dwarf (WD) in a
cataclysmicc variable or a neutron star (NS) in a low-mass X-ray binary).
Dependingg on the orbital period at the initiation of mass-exchange
betweenn both components, low-mass interacting close binary systems can
evolvee either into converging systems (which become ultra-close binary
systemss by evolving secularly with decreasing orbital period until the
mass-losingg component becomes degenerate) or into diverging systems
(whichh evolve with increasing orbital period, until the mass-losing star
hass lost its envelope and a wide detached binary is formed).
Accordingg to Pylyser and Savonije (Paper I, 1988), the bifurcation
orbitall period Pjjif (which is a function of the donor-mass M d and the
accretor-masss M & ) , at which the above mentioned

bifurcation in the

evolutionaryy paths of low-mass close binary systems occurs, is about
122 hours if orbital angular momentum loss due to magnetic braking
(Verbuntt and Zwaan, 1981) is included. The evolution of the diverging
low-masss binary systems with orbital periods at the onset of masstransferr longer than 12 hours is ultimately determined by the nuclear
evolutionn of the mass-losing component. The evolution of such systems
hass been extensively discussed by Taam et al. (1980), Webbink et al.
(1983),, Iben and Tutukov (1984), in Paper I, and references therein.
Systemss with periods shorter than 12 hours are captured by angular
momentumm losses (AHL), such as magnetic braking (MB; Verbunt and Zwaan,
1981))

and gravitational radiation (GR; Landau and Lifshitz, 1959). The

nuclearr evolution of the mass-losing component is thereby severely
inhibitedd and mass-loss occurs by the orbital decay due to angular
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momentumm losses (Taam et al., 1980; d'Antona and Mazzitelli, 1982a,b;
Taam,, 1983; Rappaport et al., 1983; Iben and Tutukov, 1984; Paper I).

Theree are three observational properties concerning the period
distributionn of short-period cataclysmic variables and low-mass X-ray
binariess which any realistic model of converging low-mass close binaries
withh a compact component should be able to explain (e.g. Patterson,
1984;; Ritter, 1983, 1987; White, 1986), viz.:
1)) For systems with orbital periods falling between about 3.0 hr
—1 1
—88
andd 1 day, the mass-exchange rate ranges from 10

M0/yr to 10

M0/yr,

whilee for systems with orbital periods falling between approximately 2.0
andd 0.7 hr., the mass-exchange rate ranges from 10
10

~~

*%/•*•

xt h a s b e e n

M

©/y r

to

suggested (i.e. Patterson, 1984) that in the

latterr case, angular momentum loss (and consequently, mass-exchange) is
drivenn by gravitational radiation only, while in the longer period range
(Porbb > 3 hr), additional angular momentum loss due to magnetic braking
(MB)) causes a high mass-transfer rate. MB is believed to occur in all
low-masss main sequence stars which have an extensive convective
envelope,, and is produced by the interaction of the stellar wind,
emanatingg from the star, with the surface magnetic field. The magnetic
fieldd is produced by a dynamo action (for which turbulence and
differentiall rotation is necessary) and is probably anchored in the
underlyingg radiative layer (Parker, 1955; Mestel, 1968). In a binary
system,, spin angular momentum loss by magnetic braking of the donor star
resultss in orbital AML as a result of tidal interaction between both
componentss which tends to keep the rotation of the donor star
synchronouss with the orbit (Huang, 1966; Verbunt and Zwaan, 1981).
Severall attempts have been made to explain the observed large
spreadd in the mass-transfer rate for a given orbital period at the long
sidee of the period gap {e.g. van Paradijs, 1986; but see also Czerny and
King,, 1986). Shara and co-workers (Shara et al., 1986; Prialnik and
Shara,, 1986) have advanced the hypothesis that the duration of the mass
tranferr phases in cataclysmic variables may only be of the order of
3 3
100 years, followed by intermittent long lasting quiescent phases (of
5 5
thee order 10 yrs). The interruption of mass-exchange is caused by masslosss during nova outbursts of the accreting WD. However, the donor star
iss not thought to detach immediately from its Roche-lobe. During and
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afterr the nova outburst, its surface is heated by the effects of the
outburstt and the mass-exchange rate "slowly" decreases on a timescale of
22
*
somee 10

years. The observed large scatter in the M ~ p o r K diagram could

thenn be explained by the different stages in which the systems are
observedd during the short mass-exchange phase* The probability of
observingg such systems in the phase of initiation (increase) or decay
(decrease)) of mass-transfer and in the "normal" mass-exchange phase
(constantt rate on short timescales) could then be of the same order*
2)) No CVs or IMXBs have been observed with an orbital period in the
rangee 2.2 to 2.8 hours. This topic has been extensively studied by
variouss authors (Webbink, 1979; d'Antona and Mazzitelli, 1982a,b; Joss
andd Rappaport, 1983; Rappaport et al., 1983; Spruit and Ritter, 1983;
Patterson,, 1984). Rappaport et al. (1983) presented an extensive study
onn the formation of the period gap, based on the assumption that MB
stopss when the donor star becomes fully convective. The termination of
magneticc braking causes a sudden and substantial drop in the orbital
angularr momentum loss rate, so that the donor star (which was slightly
drivenn out of thermal equilibrium by the high mass-transfer rate due to
thee magnetic braking) returns to equilibrium on a thermal timescale.
Thiss causes the star to contract and detach from its Roche-lobe. The
periodd gap corresponds with the subsequent detached evolution, whereby
thee orbit decays less rapidly (now only caused by GR) until the donor
starr fills its Roche-lobe again. Rappaport et al. (1983) argued that
modellingg the formation of the observed period gap with masstransferringg ZAMS-stars required a stronger magnetic braking than
assumedd by Verbunt and Zwaan (1981).
3)) A minimum to the distribution of orbital periods of CV's and
LMXB'ss has been observed at about 40 minutes. Hereby, we explicitly .
excludee systems which, to our knowledge, did not have a hydrogen burning
donorr star at the onset of mass-transfer (i.e. 4171820-30;
p

orbb

=

685

sec;

Stella et al. , 1986; Rappaport et al., 1987). It has

beenn generally recognized that all converging systems must evolve
throughh a minimum orbital period when the donor star, which is
continuouslyy spilling matter, becomes degenerate (Paczynski,1981;
Rappaportt et al., 1982; d'Antona and Mazzitelli, 1982b; Paczynski and
Sienkiewicz,, 1981, 1983; Sienkiewicz, 1984; Savonije et al., 1985;
Nelsonn et al. , 1986) and starts to expand in reaction to mass-loss.
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Furthermoree it has been shown that this minimum orbital period decreases
significantlyy with decreasing hydrogen content of the donor star.

Thee numerical study presented here is an extension of a previous
studyy (paper I) which was mostly concerned with diverging low-mass
binaries^^ We study the effect of the initial binary separation, i.e. how
muchh the mass-exchange evolution depends on the evolutionary state of
thee donor star at the initiation of mass-transfer. Thereby we have
includedd the most extreme cases possible: a donor star which begins
mass-transferr on the ZAMS and a donor star which initiates mass-transfer
whilee being close to the end of core hydrogen burning, that is, a binary
systemm very close to the bifurcation period.
Wee will investigate in detail whether the large spread in the massexchangee rates for systems on the long-period side of the period gap
(i.e.. P or b > 3 hr) can be explained in terms of differences in the
initiall evolutionary state of the donor star. This causes a rather large
variationn in the donor star's moment of inertia and results in different
ratess for MB and mass-exchange, at a given value of the orbital period.
Inn section 2, we discuss the assumptions used in the present study.
Inn section 3, we introduce the expressions for the timescales involved
inn the orbital evolution of the converging binary systems. Section 4
containss the results of our calculations. We compare our numerical
resultss with the observational characteristics

mentioned above and with

resultss obtained in previous work in section 5. Finally, in section 6,
wee review our conclusions.

2.. AssiSDptions.

Wee refer to Paper I for a full description of the assumptions
underlyingg the numerical calculations. Assumptions specific to the
evolutionn of converging binaries are now discussed in more detail:
-- When a mass-losing donor star becomes fully convective, we assume
thatt magnetic braking stops (see also Rappaport et al, 1983). There is
somee observational evidence to support this assumption. Main-sequence
starss with B-V > 1.65 show a strong decline in magnetic activity in
Caa II-, H - and X-ray emission (Soderblom, 1983; Giampapa, 1983 and
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Golub,, 1983, respectively). Spruit and Ritter (1983) linked this
observationall phenomenon with the theoretical fact that single stars of
masss M* < 0.3 M^ become fully convective (see e.g. Copeland et al. ,
1970),, and do not offer the

support required for a magnetic surface

fieldd (i.e. a radiative layer; Parker, 1955).
-- In paper I, we directly related the occurrence of enhanced
magneticc activity to the extent of the convective envelope. We derived a
necessaryy minimum extent for the convective envelope of 4.5 10

km. For

consistencyy with our previous work, we assume that magnetic braking
terminatess whenever the convective envelope of the donor star becomes
smallerr than this critical value. However, it appeared that our results
aree not sensitive to this assumption.

3.. Timescales and orbital evolution.

Too describe the evolution of binary systems with mass-exchange and
losss of angular momentum it is useful to introduce the following four
timescales: :

i.. the thermal readjustment time of the donor star:

^KHH *

(G

* M d 2 / R d * Ld>

ii.. the timescale for angular momentum losses due to the emission of
gravitationall waves:
x G RR = - (din J/dt) G R - 1

iii.thee timescale for angular momentum losses due to magnetic braking of
thee donor star:

*MBB " "

(dln J/dt)

MB~1

iv.. the timescale for tidal mass-loss from the donor star:

6© ©

T

MLL = " (dln V d t ) " 1

Thee following expressions for the angular momentum losses (AML) were
usedd in the computations:

i.. Gravitational radiation losses (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959):
t/JJ dJ/dt » -32/5 * G 3 /c 5 * M d * M & * M * A~ 4

s"1

(1)

ii.. Magnetic braking of the donor star (Verbunt and Zwaan, 1981, based
onn Skumanich, 1972):
dJ/dtt « -0.5 10~ 2 8 * f~2 * I d * R d 2 * w 3

Z

dd "

k2

(2)

with

* M d * Rd2-

Heree J is the orbital angular momentum of the binary system, and A
thee orbital separation.
M

d

ff

R

f L

d' *d

d'

M a is the mass of the

k and w are tne mass

(compact) accretor, and

' radius, moment of inertia, surface

luminosity,, constant of gyration (i.e. k.R is the stellar radius of
gyration)) and spin angular velocity of the donor star, respectively.
GG and c are the gravitational constant and the speed of light,
respectively,, f is a constant with a value of about 1 (Skumanich, 1972;
Smith,, 1979). M is the total mass of the system.

Thee evolution of the orbital separation of the binary system
(assumingg constant system mass) can then be written as:
1/22 dlnA/dt « (1-q) * TML" 1 - (T QR " 1 + T a / 1 )

(3)

wheree q » M d / M a (see e.g. Savonije, 1983). Por q > 1 the orbit will
alwayss decay, while for q < 1 the orbit can expand if the AML timescales
aree longer than T ^ . In the latter case the mass-transfer is driven
primarilyy by the nuclear evolution (expansion) of the donor star, so
thatt nilnil
T M T s T_„_.
nuc
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Tablee 1a.
Twifiaii binary parameters

Modd

M, M
aa
a

t.
x

X„
c,i

P.
i

A144 0.7 0.7 0.00(0) 0.70

0.21

A177 1.0 0.7 8.50(9) < 0.

0.58

A200
Z200
A255
Z255
Y255
X255

0.60
0.53
0.70
0.63
0.51
0.43

1.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

8.50(9)
7.80(9)
1.52(9)
1.27(9)
7.10(8)
0.00(0)

< 0.
.0003
0.14
0.27
0.50
0.70

A333 2.0 1.3 5.46(8) 0.33
Z333 2.0 1.3 3.44(8) 0.50
Y333 2.0 1.3 0.00(0) 0.70

0.70
0.57
0.46

Tablee 1a: The initial system parameters of the calculated systems. The
numberss given between brackets are the exponents of the base 10.
"Initial"" means "at the onset of mass-transfer".
M,, : the donor-, accretor-mass (in M 0 ) ; t^: initial age of the donor
star;; X . : initial core hydrogen abundance of the donor star; X . < 0.
meanss "evolved beyond core hydrogen burning"; P. : initial orbital period
off the system

4.. Results of the calculations.
Tablee 1a and 1b list, respectively, the initial system parameters
off the calculated sequences and

the results of our calculations viz. :

thee binary parameters at the calculated upper and lower boundary of the
periodd gap and at minimum period. All systems (with component masses M,
andd M_) have initial periods shorter than, but sometimes close to, the
cL L

correspondingg bifurcation period pbif^Md'Ma^ ^ n

order to

probe

the

evolutionn of converging binaries to a sufficient extent.
Figuress 1a and 1b depict the evolution in the Hertzprung-Russell
diagramm of all sequences with initial component masses of
1.55 MQ + 1.0 M 0 and 2.0 M 0 + 1.3 M 0 , respectively. All systems are
characterizedd by a letter and a number: the number equals the total mass
off the system in units of 0.1 M 0 ; the letter A corresponds to the most
evolvedd starting conditions for the donor star in a set of evolution
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Tablee 1b
Binaryy parameters of converging systf

M o dd M

upp *upp ^upp

*d«t ,,!^,!^,i i ! 1 ?».. " M l o w

Mmin ?min tmln

A144 0.30 .70 2.3(8) 1.6(8) 3.08 2.78 5.9(-10) 7.5(-11) .080

Xmin

62 3.9(9)

""fcin

.70 7.2(-11)

A177

.160 229 1.3(10) < 0 2.3(-11)

A200
Z200

.190 326 1.3(10) < 0 2.3(-11)
.097 92 1.3(10) < 0 5.0(-10)

A255
Z255
Y255
X255

0.11
0.12
0.23
0.31

.00
.16
.44
.66

7.8(9)
1.65
4.4(9)
1.79
2.0(9) 3.1(7) 2.69
7.6(8) 5.6(7) 3.03

1.65
1.79
2.61
2.87

4.3(-11)
9.0(-11)
2.2(-10)
4.5(-10)

3.6(-11)
5.6(-11)
7.2(-11)
1.0(-10)

.049 38 8.4(9)
.051 56 5.7(9)
.075 68 4.3(9)
.087 72 3.4(9)

.00
.31
.55
.69

1.8(-10) *
5.3(-11)
6.4(-11)
7.5(-11)

1.55 1.55 8.0(-11) 6.5(-11) .028 43 7.4(9) .06 4.9(-11) *
A333 0.11 .01 6.5(9)
Z333 0.16 .31 3.1(9)
2.15 2.15 1.4(-10) 7.0(-11) .062 64 4.6(9) .40 6.1(-11)
V333 0.27 .56 1.4(9) 1.6(7) 2.83 2.78 2.9(-10) 9.5(-11) .077 68 3.66(9) .61 8.8(-11)

Tablee 1b: The results of the calculations. A "*" denotes sequences which
weree evolved beyond the minimum period. In other cases, the parameters
att the last calculated model are given.
M,, X t t and P have the same meaning as in table 1a;
M:: the mass-exchange rate (in M /yr);
t dd t : the duration of the calculated period gap (in yrs);
P
uppp a n d Plow i n hours'*
PP . in minutes.
Meaningg of the subscripts
uppii values at the moment when the donor star becomes fully convective;
low:: values at the moment when mass-transfer resumes after the donor
starr became fully convective;
min:: values at the moment when the system evolves through the minimum
periodd {*) or systemic parameters at the end of the calculations;
XX < 0. means "evolved beyond core hydrogen burning"

sequences,, while sequences with progressively less evolved donor stars
aree characterized by the letters Z,Y,X,... etc. Along the tracks in
figuress 1a and lb, the remnant mass of the donor star is given in M ,
whilee the onset of MB is indicated by open circles. For comparison, we
havee added in figures 1a and 1b results of evolutionary calculations
presentedd by Fappaport and Joss (1984): dashed tracks labeled RJ84 along
whichh the mass of single and homogeneous low-mass stars is

given for

twoo extreme core hydrogen abundances X «0.1 and 0.7. Finally, the
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F i g u r ee 1a: The e v o l u t i o n i n t h e H e r z s p r u n g - R u s s e l l diagram of t h e donor
s t a r ss f o r a l l s e q u e n c e s i n s e t 2 5 . The dashed c u r v e s l a b e l e d RJ84
(Rappaportt and J o s s , 1984) p r e s e n t t h e l o c a t i o n of s i n g l e and
homogeneouss low-mass s t a r s w i t h hydrogen abundances X=0.1 and X=0.7. The
d a s h e d - d o t t e dd t r a c k SKH85 ( S a v o n i j e e t a l . , 1985) p r e s e n t s t h e e v o l u t i o n
off a m a s s - l o s i n g Helium w h i t e dwarf. The remnant mass of t h e donor s t a r
i ss g i v e n a l o n g t h e t r a c k s .
Figuree 1b: As i n f i g u r e 1a, b u t f o r a l l sequences i n s e t 3 3 .
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evolutionaryy track of a mass-losing He-star (labeled SKH85; Savonije et
al.,, 1985) is presented in dash-dotted form.
Sincee the initial mass ratio q^ (*Ma/Ma) > 1t

tne

initial mass-

exchangee phase will occur on a short timescale, approximately the
thermall timescale of the donor star.
Wee assume that the compact component is a white dwarf which
accretess all the matter lost by the donor star. The white dwarf is
assumedd to collapse into a NS when its mass reaches 1.44 M . when this
occurs,, we determine the orbital period after the supernova-explosion
*PSNN f * b v

as8

umi n 9 a somewhat arbitrary mass-loss from the system of

aboutt 0.24 MQ (see also Pylyser and Savonije, 1988 , their section 4.5),
usingg the description for post-supernova binary parameters given by van
denn Heuvel and Habets (1984). P g N

f

is always longer than the orbital

periodd before the explosion. The donor star detaches therefore
temporarilyy from its Roche-lobe. During this detached phase (shown as a
dashedd line in Figure 1b), the donor star can be severely out of thermal
equilibriumm initially (especially in the sequences of set 33 where q is
stilll > 1), but it returns to thermal equilibrium before reexpanding to
itss Roche-lobe. For the subsequent phase of mass-transfer, we assumed
.thatt mass is lost from the system if the mass-transfer rate was higher
thann the Eddington mass-transfer rate for neutron stars. The specific
angularr momentum of the outflowing matter was set equal to the specific
orbitall angular momentum of the accreting star. However, test
calculationss showed that the final evolution of the systems is not very
sensitivee to these assumptions.
Mass-losingg ZAMS-donor stars (e.g. in X25, Y33, and A14) closely
followw the ZAMS down to very low effective temperatures and very low
massess until the donor star approaches the Hayashi-track and becomes
fullyy convective. Subsequently, the luminosity decreases relatively
rapidlyy due to the fading nuclear burning and the star becomes
degenerate.. Converging systems with more evolved donor stars depart
progressivelyy from the Zero Age Main Sequence and evolve below the ZAMS
att the approximate location of a 0.7 M -ZAMS single star.
Thee systems with the most evolved donor stars (i.e. A25, A33; those
systemss with P^^ close to P b i f ) evolve relatively rapidly below the main
sequencee towards the position of hydrogen-poor degenerate stars in the
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HR-diagram.. For example, the donor star in sequence A25, spills its
outerr hydrogen envelope and evolves towards a state in which it closely
resembless a homogeneous star with low hydrogen abundance (compare with
thee RJ84-track with Xc=0.1).

Only in these two most evolved systems,

thee extent of the convective envelope decreased below the critical
value,, given in the assumptions (section 2), for the occurrence of
enhancedd magnetic activity before the donor star became fully
convective.. Magnetic braking was then stopped (black dots). However,
thiss hardly affects the subsequent evolution of these systems since, at
thatt stage, most angular momentum is lost by GR.

TT

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

r

Figuree 2: The evolution of the donor stars in all the sequences of set
25,, represented in the log T - log p c plane. For comparison, the
evolutionn of a single 1.5 M 0 star and a 0.1 M Q cooling Helium white
dwarff are added.
Figuree 2 depicts the evolution of the donor stars in the binary
systemss of set 25, in the log T
1.55 Mg single star and a 0.1 M

- log p diagram. The evolution of a
cooling Helium white dwarf (dashed line;

Savonije,, 1986; unpublished) are added for purpose of comparison. The
lesss evolved donor stars evolve approximately along the corresponding
"ZAMS"-positionss of single low-mass stars in this diagram because no
nuclearr fusion induced core contraction occurs. For these donor stars
thee mass-loss timescale is much shorter than the nuclear timescale. For
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thee systems with the most evolved donor stars (e.g. A25), however, both
timescaless become comparable, so that the core density increases during
thee mass-exchange.

Because the mass-losing stars depart slightly from

thermall equilibrium (the effect is strongest for the less evolved donor
stars)) due to mass-transfer on a magnetic braking-timescale, the sudden
terminationn of mass-transfer when the donor star becomes fully
convectivee (black dots along the curves) results in a return to thermal
equilibrium,, i.e. in a slight contraction and corresponding increase of
thee central density. In the subsequent phase of mass-exchange, the masstransferr rate is smaller, so that the donor star remains in thermal
equilibrium.. The core no longer expands in reaction to mass-loss, but
contractss (and cools) until the orbital angular momentum losses due to
GRR become sufficiently large to perturb the thermal equilibrium again
(nearr miminum orbital period). The open dot on the track A25 corresponds
withh the disappearance of convection in the core, which indicates the
terminationn of the core hydrogen burning phase, and in fact of all
nuclearr burning in the star. There is some transient, but very weak
nuclearr burning in a shell at the boundary of the helium core. But
nuclearr energy production is far too small to prevent the star from
contractingg to a (electron) degenerate configuration. Thereby the core,
andd later on the whole star, begins to expand in reaction to mass-loss.
Figuree 3: The orbital period
versuss donor star mass for all
sequencess in set 25. The spikes
att M,=1.06 M- are the result of
aa
o
thee sudden increase of the
orbitall radius due to the
assumedd accretion induced
collapse. .

- ii

1

i _

i

1

0.22

CM

0.6

0.8

1.0

I

1.2 1.4
M d (M 0 ) )
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Thiss then forces the binary to expand (by transferring mass to the now
muchh heavier compact companion) to keep the degenerate donor star within
itss Roche limit.

Thee evolution of the orbital periods of the sequences of set 25 is
representedd in Figure 3. The spikes in this Figure correspond to the
accretionn induced collapse (AIC) of the accreting white dwarf. Note the
initiall rapid decrease of the orbital period when mass is transferred on
aa thermal timescale (q>1). After this phase the orbit is so much
shrunkenn that angular momentum losses due to MB and GR have become
sufficientlyy strong to continue a relatively high mass-transfer rate.
Figuress 4afb show the gravitational radiation-, magnetic braking-,
mass-loss-- and thermal timescales (respectively labeled GR, MB, ML and
KH)) as a function of the donor star mass for sequences A25 and X25,
respectively.. Figure 4c shows the same timescales

for the more massive

binaryy model Y33. The initial phase of mass-transfer occurs on a
timescalee intermediate between the thermal and the magnetic braking
7 7
timescales.. During this phase, lasting some 4.-8. 10 years, the strong
—8 8
mass-transferr (3.-5. 10
M0/yr) drives the donor star out of thermal
equilibrium.. When the mass ratio is reversed and equals about 0.8, the
mass-transfer-inducedd orbital decay abates. Subsequently, the orbital
decayy and mass-transfer is driven by angular momentum losses, mostly due
too magnetic braking.
Inn sequences A25 and X25, the WD collapses to a NS (see figs. 4a
andd 4b) shortly after the rapid mass-transfer phase, by which the
orbitall period is enlarged (van den Heuvel and Habets, 1984) so that the
binaryy system detaches (at M d about 1.06 M0 in both systems). When, due
too angular momentum losses, mass-transfer is resumed, the mass-exchange
occurss on approximately the MB-timescale until the mass of the donor
starr reaches about 0.3 M 0 . When the donor star is a Zero-Age Main
Sequencee (ZAMS) - star (fig. 4b), it becomes fully convective whereby MB
iss assumed to terminate. As shown in Fig. 4b, the donor star reacts to
thiss with

a slight thermal readjustment which results in a contraction.

Thee system therefore detaches and mass-transfer is temporarily stopped.
Thiss is the most commonly adopted explanation for the existence of the
periodd gap (see section 2 ) .
Afterr a certain period of time, angular momentum loss due to GR
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Figuree 4a: The e v o l u t i o n of t h e
g r a v i t a t i o n a ll r a d i a t i o n (GR)-,
magneticc b r a k i n g (MB)-, massexchangee (ML)- and thermal
(KH)-timescaless i n sequence
A25,, a s a f u n c t i o n of t h e donor
s t a r - m a s s .. The assumed
a c c r e t i o nn induced c o l l a p s e
occurss at aa
M, = 1.06 M_.
0 The e
arroww determines the phase at
whichh the convective core
disappears. .
Figuree 4b: As in figure 4a,but t
forr sequence X25. At M = 0.3 3
MM , the donor star becomes
fullyy convective and magnetic
brakingg is assumed to
terminate.. This causes massexchangee to stop and induces a
spikee in the mass-exchange
timescale. .
Figuree 4c: As in figure 4b, but
forr sequence Y33. The assumed
accretionn induced collapse
occurss at aa
M, = 1.84 M..
0
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(figs.. 4b and 4c). Oncè the
periodd of the system has become
sufficientlyy short, the GRtimescalee (and consequently
alsoo the mass-loss timescale)

77

inn all systems decreases
significantlyy (i.e. for
0.0 0

OM OM 0.8 8

1.2 2

1.66

M dd < 0.20 M 0 ) . At about the

2.0

samee time, the nuclear burning

M d IM,) )

inn the donor star fades and
causess the luminosity to
decrease,, whereby

the thermal timescale increases. When the

graduallyy increasing thermal timescale finally becomes comparable to
thee mass-loss timescale, the star departs considerably from thermal
equilibrium.. After nuclear burning has stopped the star becomes
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degeneratee whereby its radius, instead of decreasing with decreasing
masss (as it is the case for a main sequence star) increases with massloss.. This forces the binary to expand, so that the system must evolve
throughh a minimum period (at M, about 0.049 M

in fig. 4a).

Notee that the (very evolved) donor star in sequence A25 becomes
degeneratee when its mass is still rather large ( about 0.3 M ). When its
masss has decreased to about 0.05 Mg the (whole) star starts to increase
itss size in response to mass-loss. This star does not become fully
convectivee in the vicinity of the observed period gap (see fig. 4a) . In
fact,, at M, about 0.33 M 0 , we observe the disappearance of the until
thenn still present convective core (arrow in fig. 4a). This results in a
slightt perturbation of the mass-transfer rate.

5.. Comparison with observations and previous work.

Lett us now compare our numerical results with the observations
listedd in the introduction. Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the observed
distributionn of the mass-transfer rate versus the orbital period in
shortt period interacting low-mass binaries, as given by Patterson (1984;
largee dots). For comparison, the evolutionary tracks of sequences
A14,A17,Z17,A20,Z20,, sequences A25-X25 and sequences A33-Y33,
respectively,, are shown in the figure. Along the curves, the corehydrogenn abundance is indicated.
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Figuree 5a: The evolution of
sequencess A14, A17, A20 and Z20
inn the mass-exchange rate orbitall period -plane. Along the
tracks,, the core-hydrogen
abundancee of the donor star is
indicated.. The label "<0." means
"evolvedd beyond core-hydrogen
burning".. Magnetic braking is
assumedd to disappear when the
donorr star becomes fully
convectivee which results in a
sharpp discontinuity in the massexchangee rate. The black dots are
thee observed values for
cataclysmicc variables and lowmasss X-ray binaries, as
cataloguedd by Patterson (1984).
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transferr rates at minimum
periodd (see the figures 5b and
5c)) agree well with the

observations.. In section 5.2, we will briefly readdress the problem of
thee binary systems with very short orbital periods (i.e. P Q ^ <

1

br) ,

inn relation to their progenitor-systems.

5.2)) The p e r i o d gap.
Iff one wishes to explain the occurrence of the period gap as due to
thee disappearance of MB when a ZAMS donor star becomes fully convective,
thee expression of AML by MB must be altered, as indicated by Rappaport
ett al. (1983). Indeed, table 1b shows that mass-transfer resumes too
soonn after the detached phase (caused by the disappearance of MB). In
thee most 'favourable' case (see X25 or A14) the calculated lower limit
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off the gap occurs at ?__>> - 2.8 hours (in agreement with the MBR4-model
inn Rappaport et al. , 1983). The (too short) detached phase from P Q r b - 3
Q Q

too 2.8 hours lasts a few times 10 years. After the system has resumed
88
9
masss -transfer/ it takes an additional 5. 10 to a few 10 years to
"leave"" the observed period gap (the lower boundary of the period gap
assumedd to be at

p

orK

Rappaportt et al.

=

2.2 hours).
(1983) showed that the observed extent of the

periodd gap can be modelled to good approximation by assuming that the
dependencee on R in eqn (2) is not to a power 4, but instead to a power
5/22 (see also Verbunt, 1984)• However, there is no physical
justificationn for this assumption.
Convergingg systems with "evolved" (i.e. 0.0 < X

< 0.3) donor stars

presentt an even graver problem in relation to the period gap. The donor
starss in these systems do not present any obvious intrinsic physical
characteristicss which could lead to the termination of mass-transfer and
thee formation of a period gap. These stars do not become fully
convectivee until (too) late in the mass-exchange phase. The assumption
thatt MB terminates when the extent of the convective envelope of the
donorr star drops below the in section 2 mentioned critical value, does
nott provide a means for resolving this problem.
Inn fact, more evolved donor stars become fully convective at
progressivelyy lower orbital periods of the system. In addition, the
detachmentt of the system becomes less evident and even disappears. The
resultingg drop in the mass-transfer rate becomes insignificant and
occurss at P o r b < 2 hours for the most evolved systems (see figures 5b
andd 5c) •
Wee note in relation to the Ultra-Compact Binaries (P o r b < 1 hr;
sectionn 5.1) that thesee observed systems can only be modelled if the
donorr star

is relatively highly evolved. Four of these systems have

beenn observed, i.e. 1E2259-59 (P Q r b - 38 min.; Middleditch et al.,
1983),, 4U1626-67 (P Q r b " 41.3 min.; Eisner et al. , 1983), GP Com
(P Q r bb = 46.5 min.; Nather et al., 1981; Stover, 1983) and 4U1916-05
(PP

, = 49.9 min.; Swank et al. , 1984). Their progenitor-systems must

havee evolved through the period-gap and have been observable there.
However,, sincee the lifetimes of these systems at P o r b about 40 min. and
88
9
betweenn orbital periods of 3 hr to 2 hr, is about 3. 10 and 2. 10 yrs,
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respectively,, their relative abundances is expected to be about 1 to 10.
Sincee 4 UCB's have been observed until now, it is surprising that we do
nott observe any progenitor systems in the period gap.

5.3)) The M -

p
orfr

distribution.

Thee evolution tracks in Figures 5 show that, for a given orbital
period,, the mass-exchange rate is smaller when the donor star is in a
moree evolved state (i.e. for lower X c ) . The sequence with the least
evolvedd donor star is A14 (Xc = 0.7; fig. 5a), which evolves through the
upperr part of the observed distribution of binary systems. Although some
systemss are observed above this track, we may argue that all systems
withh ZAMS-donor stars (i.e. X c = 0.7) delimit the upper region of
thee

M-P

h

distribution for P o r b > 3 hours. The few systems above this

trackk can presumably be explained by assuming less massive compact
componentss in the systems than we have adopted. Our results are in
qualitativee agreement with the results of calculations obtained for
ZAMS-starss by Patterson (1984). The lower limit on the observed
distributionn seem to be well modelled by systems like Z25, Z33 or a less
evolvedd version of Z20, which have donor stars with X between 0.1 and
0.3.. Thus, the distribution of CV's in the M-P Q r b plane for all orbital
periodss between 3 hours and about 1 day can be explained qualitatively
byy arguing that the donor stars in the lower part of the distribution
aree systematically more evolved (but still in a main-sequence state)
thann those in the upper part. In addition, we find that ZAMS-stars with
initiall masses in the range 1.5 - 2.0 M 0 are already slightly evolved
(i.e.. X

< 0.60) when the binary system arrives in the orbital period

regionn under consideration. These systems therefore tend to evolve
throughh the lower half of the distribution.

MBB is the dominant angular momentum loss mechanism for the longer
orbitall periods (where the donor star is not yet completely convective),
andd determines the mass-exchange rate (see figs. 5).
Angularr momentum losses due to MB are

2 2
proportional to I d times Rd

(eqn.. (2)) for a given orbital period, where R, decreases monotonically
duringg the mass-exchange phase up to the minimum orbital period. Let us
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investigatee how the rather large spread in mass-exchange rates for a
givenn orbital period (> 3 hours) can be explained in terms of
differencess in the donor star's evolutionary history.

Figuree 6 depicts the evolution of the donor star's moment of
inertiaa I, as a function of the orbital period of the system for the
evolutionn sequences of set 25. It can be inferred that, for example,
betweenn orbital period of 4 hr and 3 hr (log Port,(d) between -0.8 and
- 0 . 9 ) ,, the spread in the moment of inertia of the donor star contributes
2 2
fromm 50% to 75% to the spread in the mass-exchange rate. The term R d xn
eqn.. (2) is responsible for the remaining spread in the mass-exchange
rates. .
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F i g u r ee 6: For all sequences in set 25, the moment of inertia of the
donorr star ( I , , in 10
g cm ) is displayed as a function of the orbital
p e r i o dd of t h e binary system. The spread in I,, at a given orbital
p e r i o d ,, due to the different evolutionary states of the mass-losing
donorr star, is reflected in the calculated mass-exchange rates between
bothh components .
22
2
F i g u r ee 7: For all sequences in set 25, k , defined as ^ / ( M a * 1 ^ ) i s

displayedd as a function of the orbital period of the binary system. At a
givenn orbital period, the difference in evolution of the internal massdistribution,, due to the different initial evolutionary state of the
donorr star is, to some degree, responsable for the spread in the moment
off inertia of the donor star (fig. 6) and consequently for the spread in
thee observed mass-exchange rates between the components.
Noticee that the most evolved donor star (i.e. in sequence A25) is
subjectt to a contraction phase, when the hydrogen in its core becomes
exhausted. .
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Figuree 7 shows k , defined as ^ c / ^ d ^ d )' versus the orbital
period.. It can be inferred that the internal mass distribution of the
mostt evolved system A25 (close to the bifurcation limit) evolves
qualitativelyy differently from the less evolved donor stars. The donor
starr in this system starts a long lasting contraction phase when its
coree hydrogen content decreases below 0.06 (its mass M d is then about
0.33 M Q ) • This contraction phase corresponds to the overall contraction
phasee in single stars which occurs when the convective core vanishes. In
singlee stars it is a short phase which ends when the temperature at the
edgee of the helium core rises to the ignition temperature for shell
hydrogenn burning. Here, however, is the evolution significantly altered
byy the mass-loss, so that the donor star is not able to ignite the shell
too any significant degree. The contraction phase therefore continues
(whilee M, decreases from 0.3 to 0.1 M Q ) until electron degeneracy sets
in.. After that k starts to grow again with further mass-loss.
Notee that for a given orbital period and total system mass the
angularr momentum losses due to GR can only vary proportional to q(1-q)
wheree q is the mass ratio of the binary. This results in a much smaller
spreadd in the mass-exchange rates (a factor 2-3; see the spread of the
mass-exchangee rates for orbital period < < 2 hr. and also Patterson,
1984). .

6)) Conclusions.
Inn section 5, we found that:
1)) The upper region of the distribution of CV's (and LMXB's) in the
M-PP

. plane can be modelled by converging binary systems which contain

ann unevolved secondary (Xc = 0.6-0.7). The lower limit of the
distributionn of CV's (and LMXB's) in the M ~ p o r D plane can be modelled
withh converging binary systems which contain an evolved

mass-losing

componentt (X = 0.1-0.3). We argue that the spread in the observed masstransferr rates are largely caused by the variations in the moments of
inertiaa of the donor stars in these systems. These variations in the
momentss of inertia are related to differences in the initial orbital
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periods,, i.e., in the differences of the evolutionary phase of the donor
starr at the initiation of mass-transfer in the binary.
2)) The low-mass binary systems with P or h about 40 min. have a donor
starr with a very low to insignificant core hydrogen abundance, which
setss very stringent constraints on its initial evolutionary state.
Previouss studies showed that this minimum period increases up to 80
minutess for systems with donor stars which have core hydrogen abundances
upp to 0.7.
3)) Our calculations indicate that systems with non-evolved donor
starss produce a small period gap ranging from 3 to 2.8 hours, when the
expressionn for the AML due to MB, provided by Verbunt and Zwaan (1981)
iss used. Converging systems with "evolved" (X

< 0.3) hydrogen burning

donorr stars evolve through the observed period gap without interrupting
mass-exchange.. Such systems should therefore be observable in the period
gap;; however, their observed number is much smaller that expected. We
concludee from our results that the commonly accepted explanation for the
occurrencee of the period gap between 2.8 and 2.2 hours is not
satisfactory. .
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